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This dissertation explores the polycentric intersections between material and
literary culture in four case studies spanning 1870-1920. Harriet Prescott Spofford, Edith
Wharton, Isabella Stewart Gardner, and Willa Cather are four women whose work
reflects a capacity to defy the genre-specific boundaries for which they are canonically
renown. Harriet Prescott Spofford was an important contributor to the interior design
movement in the early Gilded Age following challenges to finding publication resources
for her fiction within a male-dominated publishing community. Edith Wharton’s ties to
material culture are well known, but less attention is granted to the ways in which her
own expertise in interior design is materially and spatially manifest in her fiction.
Combined with her own interest in fashion, Willa Cather’s fine art connoisseurship and
professional journalism inform the sartorial flourishes she inserts in her novels. Isabella
Stewart Gardner is not just a collector—she is a curator of the material ephemera she
purchased or stewarded in her museum. Her vitrines, specifically, reflect a
narrativization of her relationships and express authority over the ways in which those
artifacts are arranged.
The interdisciplinary scaffolding this dissertation adopts will survey the ways
these women exploit the boundaries of the genres in which they were participating. To

arrive at this point, the technical scope of this dissertation will excavate literary and
material artifacts by using the complementary techniques of formal analysis and close
reading. Combined with archival material and primary sources to convey the range of
literary and artistic history, the case studies selected for analysis strive to explore the
mechanisms by which women anchor “things” as a way of securing themselves within
the boundaries of meaningful relationships—with material culture, with personal
relationships, or with genre-specific explorations of art. The overarching argument the
thesis will propose is that as each woman asserts control over her own work, at the same
time, she creates a cultural economy that supports and promotes her friendships,
patronages or individual acts of artistry.
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INTRODUCTION
Framing Literary “Space” for Material Culture between 1870 and 1920
The scope of this dissertation investigates the intersections between decorative
art, class and authorship in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as a direct
result of their entanglement with material culture. To accomplish this, I will isolate four
case studies that explore the intertextual staging of objects—how they respond to one
another and extend a meaningful narrative about the author, artist or collector’s identity.
The representative work of Harriet Prescott Spofford, Edith Wharton, Isabella Stewart
Gardner and Willa Cather all amplify representations of literary and material culture
across multiple platforms because writing, arranging, and curating all make visible the
narratives these women seek to tell. What this dissertation will make clear is that the
intersections between material and literary culture were a liberating catalyst for women
artists, authors and collectors. The nuances of their work reveal the ways in which they
navigated the structural limits placed upon them.
The creative spheres these aforementioned women occupied at the turn of the
nineteenth century was varied, and their creative contributions reflect a tenuous
negotiation of the limits of class, genre, and access to resources. Kirsten Swinth’s
research understands this historical circumstance and explores the way space—economic
and creative—characterized the art world starting in the 1870’s. To Swinth, the art
market was “splintering” in an overabundance of highly specialized genres. To compete
in this market, many male artists created niches for themselves in the form of clubs,
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leagues or schools to help bolster the exposure of their work.1 These spheres were even
more challenging for women to navigate. Laura R. Prieto’s work takes on this history of
separate spheres in the nineteenth-century art world head-on, noting that women artists
resolved to work “at home in the studio—not invading male space but rather claiming it
as an extension of their own sphere.”2 As a result of the centralization of their skills,
women were better able to professionalize their work in “art academies, studios, life
classes, galleries, and art clubs,” even if at the time those spaces were still segregated and
devalued their art.3 This dissertation takes Prieto and Swinth’s premise further to isolate
case studies that measure the cultural climate in specific artistic spheres as they expanded
into more murky territory where women sought to cultivate their own artistic
independence. These spheres, I argue, are both textual and material. The spaces these
women manifest and occupy are ideological, economic, or philanthropic and they are
textual manifestations of their own artistry. I will default to using the word “textual,”
because the selected works chosen for analysis are defined by their material techniques
and philosophies. As such, they insist on being read against the cultural and historical
circumstances in which they are produced.
As this dissertation’s title suggests, “thresholds” are an integral component to
finding commonality in the study of these women as they work against the grain of the
status quo. “Threshold” implies an in-between space—a liminal space—which is linked
to the crisis of artistic agency. The chapters in this dissertation operate together to

Kirsten Swinth, “Selling Art,” Painting Professionals, (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 2001), 63.
2 Laura Prieto, At Home in the Studio (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001), 2.
3 Prieto, At Home in the Studio, 2-3.
1
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contextualize women’s work within their relative spheres—public, private,
professional—and locate them along a historical continuum. This timeline begins in the
Gilded Age, appropriately, because the work of these women circulates within the market
economy of artistic and social capital alongside the established canon of their male peers.
These case studies will elaborate on the ways in which the creative play with material
culture helps position their work as artistic heralds at the turn of the century. The writers
and artists of the twentieth century take on this mantle and abstract it, setting the tone for
Modernism. Still, even though this dissertation explores the ways in which women
writers, artists and collectors engage with material culture, my intention is not to simply
enumerate “things” in their work. Rather, the case studies selected for analysis strive to
explore the mechanisms by which women anchor things as a way of securing themselves
within the boundaries of meaningful relationships—with material culture, with personal
relationships, or with genre-specific explorations of art. Combined, the four chapters
within this dissertation attempt to capture four separate instances in which acts of artistry
pushed against the limits of the genres that sought to define them. The driving force by
which Spofford, Wharton, Cather and Gardner asserted themselves and their art is, I
believe, connected to their relationship with material culture—with objects. Spofford’s
interior design book, Wharton’s decorative interiors, Gardner’s curatorial hand in the
arrangement of her vitrines, and Cather’s character study of fashion and the body all
suggest these women exploit a network of material influence beyond their own individual
effort. And, as they assert control over their own work, they are at the same time creating
a cultural economy that supports and promotes their friendships, patronage and individual
acts of artistry.
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Genre, Décor, Fashion and Museum: Interdisciplinary Case Studies about the Frontiers of
Material Culture
If my goal is to explore the theme of curating and material culture against
different textual peripheries, then each chapter should amplify its own integral space
within that theme. I begin with the work of Harriet Prescott Spofford because her
relationship to artists and artisans in the nineteenth century anchors what I believe is a
larger tradition of interdisciplinary work in the late nineteenth century. The relationship
between Spofford and interdisciplinary studies is clear: her navigation between genres
through the conduit of interior design books solicits a larger conversation about access to
art and the resources necessary to maneuver within and around infrastructures of class
and culture. Spofford’s chapter opens my research because it is both historically situated
along the earliest plot in my timeline and because it allows me to attach literary studies to
material culture studies most explicitly. In this chapter I explore the dual roles of the
book—as both an art object and as a template for establishing “taste.” At the end of the
nineteenth century, instructional interior design guide books were published regularly as
bound tomes and serialized within popular magazines; Spofford’s Art Decoration Applied
to Furniture, the central object of this chapter’s study, appeared as both. This text is
noteworthy because it is an outlier for Spofford, who was otherwise renown for her short
fiction writing. Indeed, limited scholarship exists on Spofford’s fiction writing, and even
fewer engage with her foray into domestic non-fiction. Still, scholars like Kristin
Hoganson help lay the groundwork for thinking critically about the relationship between
women, material culture and world-building in Spofford’s time. Notably, Hoganson’s
research asserts “bourgeois Americans commonly regarded household interiors as
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expressions of the women who inhabited them.” 4 My own chapter investigates this idea
further by expanding the corollaries between text, audience, and class. The particularities
of Spofford’s book explicitly appealed to the kind of readers that Hoganson identifies as
“bourgeois.”
In her personal and professional life, Spofford orbited around some of the most
influential cultural figures in late nineteenth century American literary history. This
network of associations was a double-edged sword, however. Naomi Sofer writes of the
difficulty women writers encountered with a lack of mentorship and support, even in their
own artistic circles. Women’s work, she suggests, was typecast as a monolith of
romanticism in the shadow of the male-dominated genre of realism and, as a result, was
marginalized.5 Spofford’s story fits into this historical model. Indeed, the same male
editors who accepted her work as worthy of High Art in literary magazines did not accept
her work as High Art once the aesthetic tide had turned and the agency she had as a
fiction writer petered out. And, as this dissertation explores further, Spofford chose to
broaden her artistic prospects outside of literary fiction. She was not an architect, a
visual artist, or craftswoman, but her extension into genres outside of the one she was
most closely associated with represents an expression of artistic agency. In this way, the
text of Art Decoration Applied to Furniture embodies an in-between space for Spofford
as similar books did for other women writers at the end of the nineteenth century, one
that gave them the creative leverage to merge outside interests with outside disciplines.

Kristin Hoganson, "Cosmopolitan Domesticity: Importing the American Dream, 18651920," The American Historical Review 107, no. 1 (2002): 58.
5 Naomi Z. Sofer, Making the “America of Art”: Cultural Nationalism and NineteenthCentury Women Writers (Columbus: The Ohio State University Press, 2005), 12-13.
4
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By exploring new connections between themselves and fellow artists, women like
Spofford maximized the creative spirit of the late nineteenth century and catalyzed
artistic production at the turn of the century.
If Spofford achieves a kind of creative autonomy over her art by virtue of writing
across disciplines, so too does Edith Wharton in The House of Mirth. Like Spofford,
Wharton is renowned for her fiction, and she also deviated from the genre to write an
interior design text. The Decoration of Houses was published in 1897 with architect
Ogden Codman and provides the material and social framework by which she arranges
objects and people in her novels. Indeed, the central question around which this chapter
orbits asks: “what is the function of decorative art and objects in Wharton’s fiction?” I
use The House of Mirth as Wharton’s inimitable “decorative text” that bridges her
expertise in the decorative arts and her fiction rather than acknowledge those genres as
separate. To arrive at this point, I focus on explicating Wharton’s prose, but as a way of
exploring objects therein, in a reversal of the first chapter.
I am indebted to the work of Judith Fryer, whose extensive work with Wharton
helps position this chapter’s argument in conversation with other material readings of The
House of Mirth and related non-fiction. Fryer uses the architectonics of Wharton’s
literary scene-building in conjunction with her interior design work in The Decoration of
Houses as well as at her home, The Mount, to suggest that “The House of Mirth is a
superimposing of one structure upon another: a series of classically balanced spaces,
settings for parallel scenes; a series of lines that would be parallel were it not for their
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increasingly crooked and wavering character toward the bottom.” 6 More recently, Renée
Somers takes Fryer’s work further by identifying Wharton as a “theorist of space,”
claiming that “Wharton assigns tremendous power to the built environment; while it has
the capacity to enrapture and to enrich, it also had the ability to depress in take away.” 7
Similarly, my work believes that close reading the text itself and quantifying the
rhetorical intersections with material culture builds textual analysis from the ground up.
But my work takes on a different critical approach by exploring the ways in which
Wharton’s technique itemizes and aestheticizes objects into decorative pawns within her
story. This chapter extracts those instances in which she strategically manipulates that
skill into rhetorical practice: a kind of “material writing.” This artistic dexterity allows
Wharton to navigate between literary and material boundaries. The House of Mirth is an
exemplary text for the purposes of a case study because it is cluttered with things—
furniture, fashion, ballrooms, doorways—and this chapter endeavors to uncover the
function of those objects in the space of her text. These will be fleshed out more fully by
abstracting the prose from the text and assessing the book as its own art object still
connected to a turn-of-the-century aesthetic tradition.
Introducing Isabella Stewart Gardner into this dissertation is an unconventional
decision, in part because Gardner has no credits to professional writing like Spofford,
Wharton or Cather. Instead, Gardner was a patron of the arts and acquaintance to all
three women; they were satellite friendships that orbited around the Annie Adams Fields

Judith Fryer, “Argument by Design,” in Felicitous Space: The Imaginative Structures of
Edith Wharton and Willa Cather (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina
Press, 1986), 83.
7 Reneé Somers, “Edith Wharton as a Theorist of Space,” in Edith Wharton as Spatial
Activist and Analyst (New York: Routledge, 2005), 43.
6
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and Sarah Orne Jewett group (both of whom were close to Spofford and Cather), and
Henry James (who was close to Wharton). One chapter alone cannot capture the full
panorama of Gardner’s relationships, but it still uses her interpersonal landscape as a
backdrop to explore just how intricate her relationships were and how they influenced her
to discover and collect art. If one of the primary goals of this dissertation is to elaborate
on the vehicles by which women assert material autonomy over their art, then Gardner’s
place in this chapter goes against the conventional reading that an artist will adapt their
art in a specific way to suit their aesthetic goals.
Gardner created a museum of art, not art to be placed within the museum. From
this kernel of analysis, my research attempts to elevate Gardner’s work as not just a
collector, but a curator—of objects and friendships. Much of the existing scholarship on
Gardner surveys her collection and frames it as a crucial part of understanding her life
and the lives of other wealthy women collectors in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. Wanda Corn, however, understands the depth which this subject deserves,
noting that collecting art was not a frivolous endeavor, but part of a legacy Gardner
wanted to leave. Corn explains further that Gardner and many other affluential women
collectors “envisioned themselves as philanthropists to their communities, educating and
civilizing generations to come.”8 My research confirms this analysis by specifically
investigating the ways in which the objects in her collection reverberated with personal
narrative.

Wanda Corn, “Art Matronage and Patronage in Post-Victorian America,” in Cultural
Leadership in America: Art Matronage and Patronage, (Boston: Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum, 1998), 18-19.
8
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Uniquely, however, I focus exclusively on the material ephemera contained in
Gardner’s vitrines, not her paintings. Gardner’s vitrines are largely ignored in the realm
of cultural scholarship, and while this dissertation covers a small selection, it is no
understatement to suggest that a single vitrine could provide the content for an entire
dissertation. What makes these vitrines so special is that they are, in a way, material
scrapbooks of her personal relationships. This dissertation goes further to suggest that
Gardner’s own artistry is manifest in her ability to deliberately arrange these objects in a
way that express her connoisseurship and influence—power. According to Charlotte
Gere and Marina Vaizey “it requires more economic power than that possessed by an
artist to be a collector.”9 Gardner’s power, however, goes beyond economic affect. The
meticulous but unpredictable way in which Gardner curates the artifacts in her vitrines
suggests that she is inserting her own imprint on the canon of taste at the turn of the
century, destabilizing the existing standards set by her male peers.
Willa Cather’s The Song of the Lark is similar to Wharton’s The House of Mirth
in the way that the central protagonist of the story is dependent on material culture.
However, Wharton’s experiment with between character and setting remains largely
spatial while Cather’s work is, in a way, internalized. In other words, Cather’s work
reflects a willingness to explore the boundaries between material culture and the body—
quite literally. While this chapter does not engage directly with Judith Fryer’s
scholarship on Willa Cather (who analyzes The Song of the Lark like Wharton’s The
House of Mirth—as an exploration of the framing mechanisms of rooms and spaces), I

Charlotte Gere and Marina Vaizey, Great Women Collectors, (New York: Philip Wilson
Publishers, 1999), 12.
9
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would be remiss if I failed to acknowledge that her observation of Thea’s time in the
caves of Panther Canyon as a “period of incubation” is prescient to the focus of my own
analysis.10 The carnal mind-body connection Thea has to art is actualized in her sojourn
to the Southwest, but, as I argue, it is materially dependent upon her removing the
vestiges of costume that inhibit her maturation as an artist.
To arrive at this conclusion, this chapter begins by acknowledging the real-life
sociocultural and socioeconomic conditions from which these encounters could percolate
in fiction. I depend, in part, on the underexplored work of fashion historians whose
research uncovers the relationship between fashion and the performing arts. According
to Marlis Schweitzer, many actresses between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
knew that “acquiring a fashionable wardrobe was one of the most significant barriers to
entry for young actresses.”11 Sheila Stowell outlines how some couturiers specifically
sought lucrative relationships with actresses to create collections of ‘personality gowns,’
provocative creations in light fabric meant to harmonize with the characteristics of [their]
clients.12 While this research is a foundational history of fashion and the stage, my
chapter contends that Cather inverts that precedent. To be clear, Wharton’s Lily Bart is
aestheticized as a decorative object, but Cather’s Thea Kronberg takes this technique a
step further by associating her physical body with the foundations of her artistry through

Judith Fryer, “Felicitous Space,” in Felicitous Space: The Imaginative Structures of
Edith Wharton and Willa Cather (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina
Press, 1986), 297.
11 Marlis Schweitzer, “Stylish Effervescence: Billie Burke and the Rise of the
Fashionable Broadway Star,” in Staging Fashion 1880-1920, ed. Michele Majer (New
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2012), 78-79.
12 Sheila Stowell, “Lucile and the Theatricalization of Fashion,” in Staging Fashion
1880-1920, ed. Michele Majer (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2012),
60.
10
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the vehicle of fashion. For example, Cather takes great care to delineate the subtleties in
textiles of her protagonist’s closet during her gradual ascension from ingenue to diva.
Thea begins her journey in chambray in Moonstone, tattered stockings and coats that are
unseasonably heavy in Chicago, and as she grows into her success, she is consistently
adorned in velvets and silks. Thea’s own material presence in the story is amplified by
this rhetoric. But the text makes clear that Thea is a walking dress-form, not necessarily
a fashionista. Like the etiquette books published contemporaneously with her story,
Thea’s encounters with fashion prior to Panther Canyon are almost always instructional.
Cather doesn’t clearly allude to Thea’s capability of dressing herself under her own
influence. For example, Thea looks to Fred for approval of her gowns in Chicago, and
her aunt Tillie is responsible for dreaming up her costume box prior to her departure from
Moonstone. Tillie was cognizant of the superficial presentation that singers like Thea
should be wearing, but limited access to cultural hallmarks like professional opera and
finery prohibits her from giving Thea the kind of refinement needed to play the part of
Opera Diva. All of these examples assist the reader in developing an impression that the
relationship between Thea and the clothes she wears is actually antagonistic.
Through her journalism about dancers and her own fine art connoisseurship,
Cather has written extensively about the correlation between body and performance.
This chapter is willing to draw a correlation between these sister arts because it implies
that artistry (or mastery of an art) can indeed be physical—of the body. Cather is known
to have visited the early Carnegie Music Hall and art museum, the Frick, the Art Institute,
and, before it was the noted museum it is today, the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in
Boston. As such, she would often transpose these experiences into her fiction,
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incorporating descriptive flourishes of the places she visited into letters to friends and
family. In a letter to Mariel Gere she wrote: “In Chicago, I caught the [Paul Gustave]
Doré exhibition at the gallery. Great splurges of color, theatrical effects, enormous
canvases and a sort of general spectacular effect a good deal like the ‘Last Days of
Pompeii’ bill boards.”13 Cather wrote occasionally of William Merritt Chase and lauded
his propensity for technique and color.14 And, the Barbizon landscapes were especially
meaningful, because they reminded Cather acutely of her home. 15 Combined, this
chapter rests on the conclusion that the space between body and art can in fact be
hampered by material culture, but it is still a necessary conflict to depict. Without
Cather’s sartorialism, the depiction of Thea as a great artist could not be achieved,
because Thea’s instrument was always innate to her—her body, and not the clothes that
adorn her.
Historical Framing: Material Writing in the Gilded Age into Modernism
The historical field this dissertation will address encompasses the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. Interdisciplinary scholarship flourishes within this scope
because of the accelerating social and cultural exchanges across various genres of art.
Two of the most influential texts that nineteenth-century scholars often cite as defining
markers of the era are Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner’s The Gilded Age and
Thorstein Veblen’s Conspicuous Consumption. Published during the Panic of 1873, The

Willa Cather, Willa Cather to Mariel Gere, June 26 1896, Letter, The Willa Cather
Archive, University of Nebraska, Lincoln. https://cather.unl.edu/writings/letters/let0025.
14 Cather’s early art writing is chronicled in The World and the Parish: Willa Cather’s
Articles and Reviews, 1893-1902, ed. William Curtain, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1970), 760-764.
15 Cather, “One Sunday at Barbizon,” The World and the Parish, 929-933.
13
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Gilded Age helped to bring a name to the volatile economy and domestic mania that
typified the dark underbelly of an era that would, by the end of the century, be rife with
corruption. And yet, in spite of the Panics, the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries were also rich with growth: booming cities, influential art circles, and
organized labor unions. Twain and Warner’s great success with The Gilded Age is due to
the text’s ability to highlight the changing cultural climate. As a result, their work
highlights the disparity between turn of the century American classes. In a notable
sketch, Twain applies a material lens to Laura Hawkins’s arrival in Washington. The
effect this framing has on her story is one that illuminates the absurdity of superficial
class-specific signifiers, or, as Paul R. Mullins and Nigel Jeffries claim, a “masking of
inferior reality”—a gilt veneer rather than true golden solidity. 16 Part of her ascent into
the upper echelons of society began with Senator’s Dilworthy’s efforts to costume her
richly in fine clothes and jewelry, using her family’s Missouri land as collateral. 17 The
intricate relationship between social capital and the accumulation of material goods
would continue to be the centerpiece of many Gilded Age texts. Veblen’s The Theory of
the Leisure Class encounters similar issues, because of his focus on an ideological
critique of the leisure class. The chapter on what Veblen calls “pecuniary canons of
taste,” for example, explores the way material objects reverberate as either beautiful or

Paul R. Mullins and Nigel Jeffries, "The Banality of Gilding: Innocuous Materiality
and Transatlantic Consumption in the Gilded Age," International Journal of Historical
Archaeology 16, no. 4 (2012): 746.
17 Mark Twain and Dudley Warner, The Gilded Age, A Tale of Today, (New York:
Penguin Classics, 2001), 227.
16
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simply functional and how the measure of that scale is conditioned to class.18 At the core
of both of these books are centralized conflicts between class and material culture.
As an era, the Gilded Age encompasses an excess of materialism and
consumerism that reverberated in both art and in the culture at large. In part, it refers to a
certain aesthetic of material adornment— “thingness”—that could be plainly attributed to
the economics of class: from middle-class bric-a-brac to the gilt frames of Sargent
portraits in parlors. In the arts, it refers to a production of literature that acknowledged
and dramatized this way of life, literally furnishing pages of novels with material
description. Still, a large quantity of art produced during this time championed urban
landscapes, department stores, and neighborhoods of peoples not named Vanderbilt,
Carnegie or Rockefeller, who were trying to navigate the nebulous working class. For its
own part, Gilded Age literature often illuminates the disparities of wealth within or
between communities. Some contemporaneous texts were exposés on the upper class,
whose lives were intricate galleries of robber baron egos, political scandals, complicated
marriages, expected social behaviors and inner monologues of troubled psychologies.
Other Gilded Age writings encompassed the gritty underbelly of those social spheres,
people who were adversely affected by the panics, labor unrests and strikes that marked
the era.
Muckraking journalists like Jacob Riis and Ida Tarbell exposed the domestic
despair and corruption that befell urban environments and would influence Progressiveera reform. Richard C. Brown takes this observation a step further in suggesting that
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muckrakers were often incentivized to “furnish” their work with incendiary investigative
journalism, though few were actually social reformers—their work was tied to the
commercial venture of popular magazine publication.19 Such a dichotomy of ideological
and commercial interests is symptomatic of the challenges interdisciplinary scholars face
while exploring the historiographical periodization of the era. What is important to
remember is that literature of the Gilded Age did not necessarily dramatize the upper
class, rather, writers dramatized this time as one of intense dissonance between the
material means of different social classes. Indeed, the Gilded Age set the foundation for
the material turn in literature by making objective description a decidedly salient
technique.
Still, the divisions between early twentieth century texts and the Gilded Age
aren’t always so clear cut. After all, as Richard S. Lowry reminds us, it was during this
time that the myriad academic discourses of the humanities were born: “history,
literature, sociology, and anthropology.”20 Consequently, theoretical constructs of eraspecific history are murky, as Richard Scheinrov suggests. Scheinrov cites the Gilded
Age as especially symptomatic of “flatten[ing]” the terminology by which we often use
to write about this era. As a result, the late nineteenth-century was a far more complex
than a blanket term as abstract as “industrialization” could explain. 21 This dissertation
takes on these aforementioned themes and explores the way the turn-of-the-century ethos
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of consumption and commodification transforms into a “material turn” in American
cultural and literary history. Victoria Rosner acknowledges in her work that that material
culture is vital to modern literature, because it “foregrounds its narrative frame and
structure over its content or theme,” which she likens to a sometimes “porous
boundary.”22 This dissertation supports the suggestion that literary space is vital, though
not necessarily dependent on the boundaries that seek to define it. Instead, literary space
at the turn of the century is grounds for experimentation.
In lieu of focusing on the “frame,” however, this dissertation isolates the materials
that bounce in and around the frame as it explores the connections between literary and
decorative arts. Consequently, this dissertation’s connection to the material turn in
literature centers around the idea of “the Thing.” These objects, as writers like Willa
Cather demonstrate, are not clutter, rather, they are anchors by which the narrative pivots
and modern portraits of character and culture are constructed. If the Gilded Age is
defined by its dependence on commodity culture and the aesthetics of materialism, then
the movement into Modernism is a clear inevitability. Early twentieth century writers
don’t necessarily reject the material writing of Gilded Age authors, rather, they enhance it
through their treatment of symbolic objects, abstraction, and radical construction of
narrative. Writers like Willa Cather and her contemporaries build on material writing of
the Gilded Age by leaning farther away from utilitarian description into something
symbolic—closer to abstraction. This kind of material writing often resists functional
description to instead reverberate with meaning outside of its plain placement in the text.
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On Interdisciplinarity
This dissertation strives to do more than abstractly co-opt one literary discipline
into another field. Instead, I have long considered my writing as an ongoing project that
attempts to carefully define the intersecting concepts I have encountered in my niche
field in the humanities. Because my personal academic focus bridges literary and material
culture, I have found it essential to unpack my analysis with empathy towards both. In
my experience, the central problem of interdisciplinary studies is finding balance—
balance that appropriately cooperates between disciplines. So, I reiterate that this
dissertation isn’t an undertaking that tries to arbitrarily make provocative statements
under the guise of “interdisciplinarity,” because such intellectual groundwork must have
a purpose. Interdisciplinarity is not just an effort to conjoin two disciplines together,
rather, it requires a careful exploration of complex questions by wielding a diverse
skillset with surgical precision. Many scholars have already lead the way in this mode of
critical thinking, one of whom, Bill Brown, claims that literary studies can use material
discourse and a focus on “things” as a way of reading the world on an “analytical grid”
and that things are “not just the physical determinants of our imaginative life but also the
congealed facts and fantasies of a culture, the surface phenomena that disclose the logic
or illogic of industrial society.”23 But deconstructing a text into “things” is just one part
of the latticework required to weave a tapestry that makes sense of the relationship
between literary and material culture, it is a herculean task that openly acknowledges the
limits of its ambitions. Therefore, the critical work of this dissertation strives to
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incorporate material culture studies into literary studies with the purpose of making
quantitative observations into qualitative claims. These claims embody a small fraction
of the larger conversation that interdisciplinary studies foster, but hopefully represent
what critical work can be accomplished when such a skillset is put to task.
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CHAPTER ONE
PRIVILEGED SPACES: HARRIET PRESCOTT SPOFFORD AND THE
CULTIVATION OF GILDED AGE DOMESTICITY

It is not entirely true that the literary contributions of Harriet Elizabeth Prescott
Spofford are unknown to modern scholars. For the past fifty years her short stories have
appeared sporadically in anthologies devoted to women writers in the nineteenth-century
and scant contemporary scholarship is in conversation with her detective fiction. This
chapter will not claim that her contributions to the canon of the Gilded Age are entirely
novel—she’s often overshadowed by her more famous acquaintances in the Sarah Orne
Jewett and Annie Fields circle—instead, this chapter will suggest an alternative
exploration into her writings, uncovering a facet in her oeuvre that has been otherwise
neglected. Published in 1878, Art Decoration Applied to Furniture is a collection of
articles that originally appeared in installments in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine. The
book and its content are valuable tools that engage with the genesis of literary groups at
the close of the century as well as the public that sought their aesthetic sophistication.
Art Decoration Applied to Furniture is a valuable document that both reflects and refracts
the sociocultural and socioeconomic climate of the Gilded Age. But more specifically, it
is a book that characterizes a great push of artistic creativity for women during a
transformative period of art production. For Spofford, it represents knowledge and
growth—an adroit flex of literary adaptability that cultivates her identity as both a fiction
writer and as a domestic tastemaker. The thread that holds those two identities together is
Spofford’s circulation around the peripheries of the canon. During her lifetime she was
published in several small regional publications, but her work frequently reached a wider
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audience via Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, Scribner’s, and, significantly, The
Atlantic. Spofford’s ties to The Atlantic are important because they represent an
acceptance among the cultural literati of her time. In this publication, her work is High
Art, not just for the casual reading public. With this historical framework in mind, the
decision to focus on Art Decoration Applied to Furniture rather than her fiction might
seem counter-intuitive. But, by choosing to focus on this outlier in Spofford’s long
literary career proves she exploited the creative space between such disparate genres.
This authorial move is, indeed, one that bestows on her more creative agency than if she
were working in one genre alone.
This chapter will scaffold a critical reading of Spofford’s interior design book, Art
Decoration Applied to Furniture, undergirded by her contribution to the cultivation of
Gilded Age taste via consumer-driven and art-driven philosophies at the close of the
nineteenth century. First, this chapter will locate Spofford and Art Decoration Applied to
Furniture within a nineteenth-century art-historical framework. The collision between
deepening stratifications of class alongside the burgeoning movement of Aestheticism
influenced the way material goods were marketed towards consumers. The home, in fact,
was one of the locations where expressions of art and class were centralized. To gratify
these interests, numerous books and articles appeared to the public extolling their
expertise in creating “artful” homes or educating on the tenets of interior design. Indeed,
these books—specifically Spofford’s Art Decoration Applied to Furniture—function as
tools that cultivate and train “taste.” This claim depends on a close explication of the
book itself and others like it. Engaging with the book as a material artifact positions this
argument in such a way that forecasts her text as both art object and commodity.
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Next, this chapter will engage with the content of the book, explicating key
articles that appear in the volume that distinguish Spofford’s argument as original among
her contemporaries. Again, Spofford was not the first or only writer to craft a treatise on
interior design, but her publication of Art Decoration Applied to Furniture was working
along the same continuum as her own existing reputation as a writer with a unique
creative identity. This chapter takes care to suggest, however, that such an identity was
earned through the conscientious navigation between genres and the struggles that she
and other women endured finding professional footing in major publications. The
intricacies of her relationship with Sarah Orne Jewett and Annie Fields’s literary group at
148 Charles Street in Boston cannot be ignored, as it suggests the importance of their
mutual artistic and intellectual influence. Indeed, the publication of Art Decoration
Applied to Furniture and similar interior design books substantiate the claim that
aesthetic domesticity and Gilded Age culture was in conversation with the artistic and
ideological propagation of a distinct cultural sensibility in both the writers with whom
she was friends and the people who read their work. In other words, the very existence of
Spofford’s interior design book suggests that she was well aware of the cultural zeitgeist
in the 1870’s.
The Functional and Social History of Interior Design Books in the Gilded Age
When Spofford’s article from Art Decoration Applied to Furniture appeared in
Harper’s New Monthly Magazine in November 1876, there was already a keen appetite
for informational narratives of domestic design. 24 In fact, texts similar in content to
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Spofford’s were foundational tools by which consumers could reference the finer points
of household decoration. For example, H. Hudson Holly published his article “Modern
Dwellings: Their Construction, Decoration, and Furniture,” as an architectural guide to
floor-planning and decorating one’s new home. 25 Similarly, Brunner and Tryon’s
Interior Decoration was one of several stand-alone architectural and interior design
books published through the William T Comstock company and included over sixty-five
illustrations of furniture, rooms and decorative displays of wares.26 But one of the most
often notable publications was London’s National Gallery director Charles Locke
Eastlake’s Hints on Household Taste in Furniture, Upholstery, and Other Details, which
was the gold standard for domestic decorative reform. In the text, he suggests the
intricacy or attractiveness of an object’s design is not necessarily tantamount to the
consideration of the owner who chooses to bring those objects into his or her home.
Notably, he advocates against purchasing luxury objects that would be garishly
unsuitable. He writes: “Some of the worst specimens of decorative art that one sees
exposed for sale are expensive articles of luxury. Some of the most appropriately
formed, and therefore most artistic objects of household use are to be bought for a trifling
sum.”27
In other words, furniture does not have to be fashionable or expensive so much as
it must harmoniously reflect the personal style and taste of the domestic decorator.
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Eastlake Style, as it was known, called for the celebration of the craftwork of interior
design, as well as an awakening cognizance to move the appropriate piece of furniture
into the appropriate space. It was not long until American publishers J.R. Osgood and
Co. seized the opportunity to disseminate his writings across the United States. In 1872,
reviews noted that the collection was invaluable to the cultivation of American taste and
“should be familiar in every refined household.” 28 Following the wave of Eastlake’s
early success, publications in the United States would attempt to respond to his work by
mirroring or modifying his design philosophies. Just ten years after Eastlake’s guide was
published, Spofford would devote an entire chapter in Art Decoration Applied to
Furniture to his design principles, calling his contributions to domestic design a “great
awakening, questioning, and study in the matter of household furnishing.”29
Though this chapter will later dissect Spofford’s specific textual credos, for now,
the dynamic between Spofford and Eastlake suggests a dialogue between the Old Guard
master of interior design and the New Guard woman on the threshold of commercial
success in the United States. That Spofford places Eastlake into a single chapter in her
book points to the burgeoning scope of her authority; she canonizes and historicizes his
precedent while literally giving herself the last word in her own book. In addition to
providing her reader practical advice, what makes Spofford’s text so unique is that her
content is structured to impart a historical lens that outlined decorative aesthetics from
the Renaissance to Queen Anne style. This organizational approach to organizing the
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text differs from Eastlake, who only cursorily references historical design. Amplified by
her propensity for capturing the domestic trends of the Gilded Age, her work strived to be
a comprehensive, historical timeline of both domestic design and material culture at the
end of the nineteenth-century. These are lofty claims, but they help to frame her work
concurrent with nineteenth-century design trends. As much as Spofford chronicles the
interior styles of the past, so too does her work fit into the contemporary design styles of
her own era.
Art Decoration Applied to Furniture, as a decorative history has a place in a
genealogy of similar publications, but the tone of her writing suggests a nuanced, biased
direction of decorative instruction. For example, the middle chapters of her book trace
the transformation of furniture and style from the Renaissance, to the Elizabethan, to the
Pompeian, then the Moorish, followed by the Queen Anne, all the way to what she
identifies as Modern furniture. In these chapters she is writing specifically about the
identifying characteristics of each era’s style and locates it within a “right of place.” She
writes:
If not the most beautiful, the Gothic is certainly most picturesque of all the styles
of furnishing; and its religious character, its symbolism in which every moulding,
every dentellation, has its religious meaning, does not unfit it for the uses and
companionship of home. It is an arbitrary and exacting style, too, requiring to be
complete, without a single archaeological detail at fault; and if undertaken by
those who have not made it a severe study, it is apt to be full of error. An
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anachronism in itself then transplanted to another era, the unlearned are liable to
make its every item an anachronism too. 30
Several conclusions can be inferred from this excerpt. First, the connective threads
between Eastlake and Spofford is seen in her insistence that one should be mindful of the
decorative choices one employs within the homes. Still, for Spofford, design is an “allor-nothing” approach. If people do not have the financial or spatial means to implement
the design choices appropriately, then it is a great loss to the beauty of their domestic
space. As she states, such a decision is “full of error.”
Her solution to this problem is to insist on an intellectual approach to decoration.
One must understand the historical conditions that are embedded within each aesthetic
design and be able to execute them as they were intended to. Good design depends on a
person’s knowledge of the historical conditions that helped promote its unique aesthetic
characteristics. Faulty efforts are not just anachronistic but in poor taste and expose the
blunders of the decorator. These are strict rules that leave little margin of error for homes
that had little to no access to the resources or education to succeed at this endeavor. And,
Art Decoration Applied to Furniture does not try to appeal to their shortcomings.
Spofford’s resistance to “low brow” decorating is revealed in her choice of chapters.
Whereas Clarence Cook’s The House Beautiful, for example, is limited to four key
domestic spaces (the Entrance, the Living-Room, the Dining Room, the Bed Room),
Spofford’s scope is wider, with more discriminatory taste. Among her chapters include
explications of the Boudoir and Sitting-Room, and the Library and the Drawing-Room.
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Comparing Cook’s The House Beautiful alongside Spofford’s text illuminates the
vastly different aesthetic and social planes on which the authors are working. The first
sentences in Cook’s second chapter, devoted to the living room, are stated at length for
the purpose of establishing the tone of art decoration working against Spofford’s
audience:
I use the word “Living-Room” instead of “Parlor,” because I am not intended to
have anything to say about parlors. As these chapters are not written for rich
people’s reading, and as none but rich people can afford to have a room in their
houses set apart for the pleasures of idleness, nothing would be gained by talking
about such rooms…How much money has been wasted, how much capital let lie
idle, in furnishing and keeping up these ceremonial deserts! They are useless and
out of place in the houses of nine-tenths of our Americans…I could fill all my
chapter with illustrations of the absurd way in which the comfort and domestic
happiness of families have been destroyed or hindered by the supposed need of
making provision for social life outside the home and family. The best room in
the house is taken for the use of strangers, furnished with articles that are
avowedly too expensive to be used, and the cost of which make a serious hole in
the marriage money.31
Here, Cook explicitly appeals to the lower and middle-class designer. In fact, the
scathing tone he strikes condemns the “absurdity” of grandiose spending towards the
decoration of one’s home. Indeed, an essential dichotomy that his critique rests on is one
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that counters practical comfort against “ceremonial” frivolity. Moreover, he plainly links
the scope of his book and the skill of design as a function of class, naming “rich people”
as a minority that the middle class shouldn’t aspire to imitate at the risk of causing undo
financial or social distress to their families.
It should be of little surprise that Spofford’s Art Decoration Applied to Furniture
contains its own chapter on the parlor, though, to reiterate, such a room would be
considered superfluous by Cook. In contrast to Cook’s “living-room,” which emphasizes
the actual “livability” of a space, Spofford’s chapter on the parlor includes silk drapes, a
discussion of her choice of carpets and fine tapestries. Spofford writes:
The mantel-piece of the [parlor] is always to be its most elaborate and beautiful
point, giving the key-note, as it were, of the rest of the room, and care must be
expended on its scenic capabilities—its ornaments few but majestic and splendid,
its dignity completely maintained….The customary folding-screen is valuable for
its effect both through its beauty and its use in breaking a space, and it affords an
opportunity for the exercise of fancy, with gilded glass, with peacock plumes and
velvet, with frames of finely woven brass wire, or with panels of embroidery. 32
This excerpt contains no reference to the same comfortable, practical aspects of design
championed by Cook. Instead, Spofford advises that the room be staged for beauty and
“scenic capacities.” In other words, this room should be chiefly decorative. Any objects
must be “majestic and splendid.” Clarifying this point further, Spofford calls for the
functional use of some objects, but she chooses to elaborate on folding screens, fragile
and ornamental pieces of furniture that that are often works of art in themselves. Like
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Cook’s excerpt, social constructs of class are implied, though her use of words like
“valuable” and “affords” likely appeal to an affluent audience receptive to that language.
Across the entirety of Art Decoration Applied to Furniture, Spofford uses the
word “gilded” seventeen times, the word “gilt” twenty-one times, and the word “gold”
fifty-eight times. Indeed, the rhetoric of the text—even if she is not explicitly talking
about money or the cost of objects—imparts abstract value to the room which they
belong. In sum, Spofford’s description of the parlor echoes the kind of Gilded Age
excess and technical qualities of Aestheticism (both of which will be elaborated upon
later in this chapter). Indeed, Spofford’s parlor might be easily mistaken for Whistler’s
famous Peacock room33 Further, her decorative proposals for family rooms are no less
particular about taste and civility. In this chapter, she broadens her focus to the attire one
should wear while inhabiting these spaces—people themselves as objects decorating the
rooms: “It is even desirable, whenever the purse allows, that the outfit should be just fine
enough to make the children now and then aware that they are ladies and gentlemen even
if occasional lapses into native animalism do make refurnishing necessary once in a
while.”34
Whose house is Spofford outfitting? Throughout the text, she digresses to advise
prudent frugality, but persists elsewhere in suggesting opening one’s purse (a word used
four times throughout her entire text) to ensure the decorative integrity of the home.
Understandably, the frescos, fine wallpaper, and home renovations were aesthetic
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ambitions of some, but as Cook’s excerpt makes clear, it was a waste of time and money
for the many, who in any case could not afford such extravagances. Therefore, the
content of Spofford’s book is a valuable tool for gauging the disparities between the
classes. While the end of the nineteenth-century indeed saw a resurgence of the
decorative arts across most all of the classes, Spofford’s text drives a wedge between the
haves and the have-nots.
Interior Design Books, Aestheticism and the Cultivation of “Taste”
Contextualizing Spofford and her work alongside other writers of interior design theory
underscores the importance of the changing relationship between the public and material
culture in Gilded Age domestic spaces. The particularities of furniture decoration
became so prevalent in design texts that home interiors were fast becoming sites of
aesthetic prominence. However, late nineteenth-century interest in design and art began
to evolve broadly and globally in the home, setting some design texts and their content
apart from others. For example, in 1878, the same year that Harper’s New Monthly
Magazine published Spofford’s first installment of Art Decoration Applied to Furniture,
the public could also read “At Windsor Castle,” which recounts a visual retelling of
various rooms and adjoining buildings and their “fine taste” at Windsor Castle in England
and “Home Life in the East,” an account of the domestic interiors and cultural practices
in the abstractly identified “Orient.” 35 These articles represent expanding curiosity in
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interior design both at home and abroad. Further, these articles also expanded the scope
of material interest outside the markets of the United States.
Indeed, at the end of the nineteenth-century, the influential combination of
capitalism and cultural curiosity defined the domestic identity of Gilded Age America as
robust. In her research, Kristin L Hoganson investigates the movement towards
cosmopolitan design in the home, which was as much a middle-class ideal as it was
bourgeois. “Cosmopolitan domesticity,” as she calls it, “encompassed design choices as
well as imported objects” and challenges the idea that the social classes at the turn of the
century were distinct and separate. 36 Though she does not address the movement by
name, Hoganson’s terminology fits into a broader description of the ideological precepts
of Aestheticism. Roger Stein has specifically noted that Aesthetic style could be likened
to an “international reorganization of artifacts in the American present for the delight of
the beholder, lifting him or her to the contemplation of the beautiful.”37 Germaine to this
definition is the idea of “internationalism,” an adoption of symbolic elements of nature,
plus symmetry and harmony as inspired by imported goods or non-western styles.38 The
artist could extract inspiration from nature to create objects of beauty; the homeowner
could purchase and collect niche objects to curate a beautiful domestic space.
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What interior design narratives have in common with Aestheticism is that they
showcase material objects—furniture, textiles, vases—and highlight design practices to
help the reader curate their homes so as to celebrate the beauty and harmony between the
objects and the domestic interiors they occupy. One review of Spofford’s Art Decoration
Applied to Furniture conveys the curious language that synergizes the double role that
design texts adopted in the late nineteenth century:
A widespread interest exists on the subject of art as applied to home
adornment…We may observe that this universal desire to adorn, however
humbly, seems but the beginning of better things—that a new day of taste and
beauty, in contrast to the old times of stern and rigid practicality, is about to dawn
on our country. Let our young people continue to cover ginger-jars with bugs and
beetles; next, they will want to investigate and experiment after the fashion of
Mrs. Harriet Prescott Spofford; then, with their minds filled with beautiful forms
of various degrees, they will advance to an appreciation of higher art. 39
As the review suggests, Spofford’s text represents a new threshold of interior design
theory, one that conveys an aptitude for capital “A” Art and occupies a space between
instructional text and awareness of the aesthetic capital of décor and design. The
grandiose tone of the review acknowledges with optimism that Spofford’s work
represents a shift in the way domestic spaces could be imagined as beautiful rather than
simply functional. To be clear, Art Decoration Applied to Furniture as well as articles
like “At Windsor Castle” or even “Home Life in the East” do not explicitly announce
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their connections to artists or artful living, rather, they exist under a larger umbrella of
educational literature that attempts to maximize popular interest in the function of design
during a time when such objects could be readily purchased or imported, depending on
the household collector.
It is no mistake that many publications that printed interior design narratives often
included illustrations of objects so as to highlight specific material artifacts (fig 1). These
articles were strategically staged so as to illustrate floor plans and reprint images of
furniture, textiles or other household wares for reference. Isolating the design items at
once drew attention to the physical qualities of their manufacture—the curve, shape, and
material composition—while at the same time creating a blueprint for finding similar
elements in readily-available wares for purchase. Although Harper’s New Monthly
Magazine and Spofford’s own Art Decoration Applied to Furniture were publicly
circulated sources of literature, there were still limits on who had access—financial or
otherwise—to these objects. Indeed, it is reductive to assume that simply any person
could afford to ornament their house according to guiding trends urged on by nineteenth
century artists and interior design experts. Roger Stein pushes this irony further, noting
that even though one of Aestheticism’s key social principles was to work against class
constructs with a goal of art for art’s sake and art for all, its “primary effect was upon the
leisure class.”40 This chapter will later revisit Aestheticism later as an accompanying
framework for examining the physical characteristics and social structures that support
Spofford’s Art Decoration Applied to Furniture, but for now, this preliminary discussion
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of the movement lays the groundwork for how material culture was challenging the shape
of the nineteenth-century.

Fig. 1 Lyman Abbot. “Home Life in the East” Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, no. 318,
November, 1876, 701.

Art Decoration Applied to Furniture: A Material and Literary Explication
As a physical object, Art Decoration Applied to Furniture reifies many of the
Aesthetic tendencies that it explicates on the pages inside. The Harper and Brothers 1878
edition is a weighty tome with a richly ornate, beveled cover (fig 2). Gilt print
illuminates the title and the central image of the cabinet is echoed on the gilt edges of the
pages. Swirling, Celtic-like vine work is neatly compressed on the perimeter of the
central cabinet image, all held together by a neo-Hellenic border. Art Decoration Applied
to Furniture glows like a faceted jewel from every angle of the cover. The distinctly
ornamental appearance of the book suggests that it was not meant to be wedged, unseen,
between other dusty volumes. In fact, as with other books with decorative covers in the
1870’s and 1880’s, the design elements were regarded as a form of advertisement. 41
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Early reviews of Spofford’s text raved about its attractiveness, stating “both the letter
head and the engravings [were] of a high order of art.”42 Ornate cloth bindings similar to
those used on Spofford’s book were a recent decorative trend in book art design in the
nineteenth century. Often the themes and content articulated within the text would be
graphically represented on the cover. Historically, books like Spofford’s suggest an
important shift in textile production near the middle of the century. During the
tumultuous years of the Civil War, the resounding decorative aesthetic on books was
plain and restrained. Earth tones and minimal ornamentation mirrored the very same
frugality and sparseness that the nation was practicing.43 Spofford’s book and others
produced in the 1870’s reflected the exuberant celebration of an abundance of material
goods that marked the beginning of the Gilded Age. If a book is a commodity, it is also a
material talisman that embodies the content contained therein. In specialty shops or,
more frequently, in department stores, a broader swath of people in all classes could
consider indulging in this new surplus.44
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Fig. 2 Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth Prescott. Art Decoration Applied to Furniture. New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1878.
While at first this decorative history of Spofford’s book may seem trivial, it
unfurls the complicated position Spofford found herself in, writing during a time when
the appetite for art was transitioning. As mentioned previously, Aestheticism
championed an organic and individual celebration of beauty, nature and oftentimes
international style. It is no coincidence that these same values are expressed as
decorative motifs on the book cover itself, which indeed, is a blueprint for the tenets of
Aestheticism. Notably, Spofford devotes a chapter to “Ornament,” in which she lauds the
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ornate beauty of furniture decorated in the fashion of Assyrian, Egyptian, and Japanese
design. To be clear, the aesthetic movement of Orientalism was not limited to the
discipline of Aestheticism itself. The foundational research of Edward Said establishes
the imperial framework by which Western applications of art and literature adapts,
otherizes, and subordinates Eastern design tropes. 45 Linda Nochlin takes Said’s analysis
further by suggesting one of the defining characteristics of Orientalist art is the troubling
absence of colonial conflict that conveys the historical chain of appropriation. 46 Though
this chapter limits the expansion of analysis to include these voices, it recognizes that
such scholarship is an essential lens through which one can read Spofford’s book. As
such, many of these design features appear on the cover of Art Decoration Applied to
Furniture along the peripheries of the central image of the cabinet. To the left is a small
figure of a man. The detail of the headdress, length of his hair and manipulation of the
shape of his eyes suggest that he is a nineteenth-century representation of a non-western
person. The thick stalks arranged on a vertical axis behind him appear to be renderings
of reeds. Reflected on the right side of the central image appears the insignia, “Nichols,”
written in a stylized font. The continuation of non-western imagery is taken further, still,
with the distinct use of flowering branches and a crane in flight. These particular motifs
are in dialogue with Aestheticism’s tendency to pull from Japonisme, imitations of
Japanese style and art objects.
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Fig. 3 Harriet Prescott Spofford. Home and Hearth. New York: Dodd, Mead, & Co.,
1891.

Just a few years after the publication of Art Decoration, Dodd Meade and Co.
published Spofford’s other collection of domestic nonfiction, House and Hearth in 1891
(fig 3). Unlike Art Decoration, this book cover is not as saturated with details, but the
iconography is still notable. A similar stylized symmetry of composition frames the title,
but the rippled banner takes on a looser, more naturalized frame. Influences from
nature—like the flowering branches—appear in the upper left and right corners, but they
are freeform and abstract. Indeed, gone are the explicit references to international
imagery. The cover appears handcrafted, and appropriately so, as it was designed by artist
Alice Cordelia Morse, whose styles bridged Aestheticism and the Arts and Crafts
Movement. When Harper and Brothers would publish The Scarlet Poppy in 1894, they
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choose a cover design even less dense with borders and images but still in the Arts and
Crafts realm (fig. 4). This particular cover carries over the vine motif on the peripheries
of Art Decoration Applied to Furniture but spaces it out drastically. The open, delicate
appearance of this twining is similar to the Arts and Crafts style popularized of Morse’s
contemporary and competitor Sarah Wyman Whitman, who was herself a member of
Sarah Orne Jewett and Annie Fields’s Boston art group, to which Spofford also belonged.
Book art design was not simply a technical practice, it was itself becoming absorbed into
fields of artistic expression for writers who wanted to display a sense of their own artistic
sensibilities.

Fig. 4 Harriet Prescott Spofford. A Scarlet Poppy and Other Stories. New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1894.
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Art, Agency, and Expanding the Limits of Genre, Part I: Maria Oakey Dewing
Why are these distinctions about the physical nature of the book so important?
By the end of the century, the sheer volume of domestic decoration manuals had flooded
the presses. Again, Art Decoration Applied to Furniture was not the first decorative
design book with a historical or instructional thesis. Nor was it the first decorative design
book written by a woman. Art Decoration Applied to Furniture is special, however,
because it was Spofford’s extension of literary craftwork among a field of other women
who were broadening their creative agency in different artistic genres. Sarah Wyman
Whitman, previously mentioned, was not only a book cover designer, but she was also a
glass artist and renowned landscape painter whose works to this day in the twenty-first
century are mounted on the walls of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.
Another example of an artist with multiple talents was Maria Oakey Dewing, who
was the wife of tonalist painter Thomas Wilmer Dewing. It is essential to pause at Maria
Dewing’s work because it serves as a frame by which this chapter reads Spofford’s
purposeful negotiation of her own artistic agency. Maria Dewing was a painter, poet,
and—to wit—an author of domestic etiquette and interior design books. Her book,
Beauty in the Household, was published by Harper and Brothers in 1882 and contains
illustrative sketches of furniture, decorative objects, textiles, and room arrangements
drawn by her own hand. Like Spofford, Dewing’s ties to Aestheticism undergird aspects
of her decorative design theory. Unsurprisingly, Dewing’s work is even more closely
aligned with painting. For example, her book contains a chapter exclusively devoted to
the topic of “color,” which is a platform for discussing the technical intricacies of finding
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balance in different tones and depths across the color wheel. 47 Dewing also makes a
point to elaborate on the qualities of fine art that are essential for decorating visually
appealing rooms. In a singular chapter on “form,” she cites “ancient Eastern proverbs”
that emphasize the importance of proportion, “the picturesque” and decorative harmony
for the purpose of furnishing an attractive home. 48 Dewing is not simply recommending
that the reader buy a certain kind of dining room table—the text goes beyond talking
about furniture as an object and instead muses abstractly on the idea of what makes a
room beautiful. The rhetoric of her lessons on the decoration of domestic interiors
outlines the importance of synthesizing nature with “household art” and touts the
intellectualization of “intrinsic beauty” by thinking about thoughtful design as a remedy
for mindless clutter or sparseness. She writes:
There are many things which are beautiful in themselves which add nothing to the
furniture of a room. Where there are small objects they should be grouped
effectively, so as to form a larger whole; not scattered about, so as to be lost, or,
worse still, to seem nothing but a small blot. The extreme of this style of
ornament is to be found in the far-away country farmer’s parlor, where a small
photograph or tin-type of some friend or relative is fastened up in dread isolation
upon a blank wall, where it suggests a blister. Now, to substitute for this
photograph the most exquisite Japanese saucer, or tiny Greek glass vase, would
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not be to materially improve it as an ornament. The Fault lies, not in the nature of
the object, but in its inappropriate size and situation. 49
It is essential to examine Dewing’s writing at length here to highlight the continuities
between her work and the artistic trends at the time, as well as to draw a thematic line to
Spofford.
Dewing’s Beauty in the Household is indeed an emblematic marriage of fine art
knowledge with domestic design principles; it is unique to Dewing and her own history
as a woman on the cusp of so many artistic identities. Dewing’s ideology for designing
domestic spaces treats the arrangement of furniture in a room as if it were an arrangement
of paint on a canvas. Dewing’s identity as a fine artist was strengthened by her personal
relationships, her formal education, memberships in art leagues and artist colonies, and
years of international travel. Her references to technical art components as well as
“Eastern” styles and philosophies express her ties to the Aesthetic movement and,
significantly, to an audience of people with access to that kind of knowledge and those
kinds of resources. Her dismissal of the “far-away country farmer’s parlor” exposes the
functional inexperience she has around these kinds of domestic environments. She
generalizes the deeply personal rationale behind such a method of memorializing a room
with a picture of “some friend or relative” as in error because it isn’t proportional to the
space. In other words, Dewing’s artistic agency is confirmed by how she carves out a
space for herself amongst multiple upper-class genres: writing, interior design, fine art.
These creative genres may be different in scope but what remained consistent was
a specific ideological and aesthetic foundation that circulated within a specific audience.
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Spofford, too, was committed to a specific ideological and aesthetic foundation for her
writing and the dissemination of those texts to specific publications also connects her to a
specific audience. For her own part, Spofford’s oeuvre is broad, but reflects her
commitment to creating High Art. Like Dewing, she was not writing about country
homes or homemaking. Spofford’s work caters to a certain kind of socioeconomic
audience. And, it is clear that Art Decoration Applied to Furniture dually embodies and
educates the specific population that would have read or owned it. The distinction is
prefigured in her fiction and lays the groundwork for thinking about the ways in which
her work reached a specific range of readers.

Art, Agency, and Expanding the Limits of Genre, Part II: Harriet Prescott Spofford, The
Atlantic Monthly, and the Peripheries of High Art
Even before she experimented with the topic of interior design theory, Spofford
wrote elaborately about interior spaces in her fiction. The first line in the short story, “In
a Cellar,” opens a scene that establishes the iconography of bourgeois sensibility: “It was
the day of the Madame de St. Cyr’s dinner, an event I never missed; for, the mistress of
the mansion in the Faubourg St. Germain, there still lingered about her the exquisite
grace and good-breeding peculiar to the old régime, that insensibly communicates itself
to the guests till they move in an atmosphere of ease that constitutes the charm of the
home.”50 In just one extended sentence, Spofford sets a storyboard that is far different
from the local color regionalists that the Atlantic Monthly would regularly publish just a
few decades later. The story opens with an elegant event—a dinner—identified by the
name of the aristocratic woman who was to serve as hostess. Madame de St. Cyr’s title
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and surname does not neatly fit within Anglican Yankee genealogies, and the district of
Paris in which the Faubourg St. Germain is located would be more readily identifiable to
those who could afford to travel abroad. These details, along with “exquisite grace and
good-breeding” add to the “charm” of this space.
Just a year later, The Atlantic Monthly Spofford would also publish Spofford’s
“The Amber Gods” which similarly opens in such a way that conveys a sense of how her
florid prose in fiction combines with her materialist sensibilities: “We’ve some splendid
old point-lace in our family, yellow and fragrant, loose-meshed. It isn’t every one has
point at all; and of those who have, it isn’t every one can afford to wear it. I can. Why?
Oh, because it’s in character. Besides, I admire point any way, --it’s so becoming; and
then, you, see, this amber!”51 Like the opening to “In A Cellar,” Spofford uses the
crucial first sentence of her story to convey the social status of the protagonist, as
established through the material adornment of fine “point-lace.” Combined, these
excerpts intimate two points. First, though these are limited excerpts of Spofford’s short
fiction, they are representative of the kind of romantic, ornate rhetoric that characterizes
Spofford’s prose. She is not sparse in her descriptions, but richly decorative. Parisian
mansions, dinner parties and fine lace are the kinds of details that suggest an awareness
or attentiveness to the refinement of taste circulated among bourgeois spheres. Second,
that her writing appears in The Atlantic Monthly is a consequential factor connecting both
the shape of her writing and the scope of her audience to certain social circles. This is
not to suggest that Spofford was exclusively writing for an upper-middle class or
bourgeois reader, indeed, as this chapter mentioned previously, Spofford published
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widely in an array of small regional and popular magazines so her fiction would indeed
have been encountered by a spectrum of people. Her creative presence in The Atlantic
Monthly, however, denotes the acceptance of her talent into the company of a veritable
literati. If Spofford’s writing and, specifically, Art Decoration Applied to Furniture is
emblematic of her artistic work operating between the spaces of fiction and domestic
writing, then the vehicle that grants her the opportunity to do so is her acceptance into
literary circles that valued High Art.
The cultivation of “taste” and the cultivation of affluential readership runs parallel
to the history of The Atlantic Monthly magazine and those responsible for filling its
publication with content. In the late nineteenth century, The Atlantic Monthly garnered a
cultural presence beyond the pages of the magazine. This phenomenon was due in part to
the close ties between its artists and editors. One locale that appeared often on the
society pages of popular periodicals belonged to one of the early editors of The Atlantic,
James T. Fields and his wife Annie Adams Fields. Their residence at 148 Charles Street
in Boston was one of the most popular in the New England region—a veritable salon that
became renowned for its famous visitors. The artists and literati who would frequent this
cultural hub were documented by writer Willa Cather, a friend of Annie Fields and, later,
following the death of her husband James, Field’ partner Sarah Orne Jewett. Cather’s
short essay, “148 Charles Street,” would famously extol on the most distinguished guests:
“It was not only men of letters, Dickens, Thackeray, and Matthew Arnold, who met Mrs.
Fields’ friends there…Winslow Homer and Sargent came and went, against the
background of closely united friends who were a part of the very Charles Street Scene.
Longfellow, Emerson, Whittier, Hawthorne, Lowell, Sumner, Norton, Oliver Wendell
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Holmes—the list sounds like something in a school-book.”52 Cather’s enumerations
denote only a small handful of the greater number that congregated in that small Boston
establishment. These canonical figures had vitally close connections to The Atlantic
Monthly as they were often the authors of the works published therein.
What kind of aesthetic influence did these individuals have over the rest of the
New England public? One way to draw connections between high art and the
dissemination of “taste” is by exploring the physical space of 148 Charles Street which
was famous for its guests as much as its fastidious decorative charm. One writer
recounted the eclectic design elements of the space:
Everything is not only beautiful, but original, a token at first hand; pictures,
autographs, books, are almost too precious to breathe upon. Many papers have
been written of Mrs. Fields’s unique library, in which treasures have their
sentimental value beyond price. One meets plenty of magnificent tooling and
need not be a bibliophile to be glad to see it adorning a Black, a Ruskin, a Gray,
or a Warton which was Horace Walpole’s own copy…the great Room is a nave of
books broken only by a piano of pedigree, the stack of priceless Cameron
photographs, the few curious, and the pictures; and also by the fireplace. Near that
hangs Severn’s sweet watercolor head of Keats, with a lock of Keats’s fine bronze
hair framed under the glass.53
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Here, material value is as much attached to decorative objects as it is establishing a
provenance of scholarly and erudite artifacts. The robust description of the décor leans
heavily on intellectual culture. If the Atlantic Monthly was responsible for cultivating
taste, then this description and others like it are both inspirational and aspirational.
Taste, in this case, implies class, access to culture and objects that reinforce it.
Indeed, recent scholarship has linked this kind of cosmopolitanism as a function of a
mature, enlightened sensibility among the elite classes—that is, the classes who could
afford to outfit their homes in exotic textiles and fineries.54 The readership of The
Atlantic reflects a socioeconomic affiliation with those who were published therein:
middle to upper-class, educated individuals who valued high art and culture. 55 As Ellery
Sedgwick notes, the magazine itself was largely committed to promulgating written
material strived to establish a hierarchy of “intellectual and moral development.” 56 In
sum, those who published their writing in The Atlantic Monthly were, in a way,
tastemakers. Not only were their fingers on the pulse of High Art, they were responsible
for producing it.
With this observation in place, Spofford’s quasi-historical intellectual tone in Art
Decoration Applied to Furniture makes sense; decorative work is intellectual work. Her
closing statements in the final chapter of the book echo the same cultured sensibility as
her peers in The Atlantic Monthly: “furnishing is an affair of genius and tact, that is, of
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thorough taste.”57 Art Decoration Applied to Furniture was a book of fashion, taste, and
history, but, importantly, it didn’t wholly reflect the nature of her own in-group. Indeed,
the presence of her fiction within The Atlantic represents a complicated relationship
between the magazine and women writers, specifically. Anne E. Boyd has noted that
even though Spofford herself was lauded as a genuine talent, her work would not receive
the same attention from editors needed for either the frequency of exposure or popularity
necessary to insert her into the canon. Nevertheless, the allure of acceptance into a
cultural and intellectual milieu of the likes published by The Atlantic often published was
a determinant for many women who still submitted their work to the magazine, knowing
that their work would likely earn them more money in other popular publications. 58
More immediately, The Atlantic was adamant about publishing high quality literature
against the grain of pandering to what it perceived as base popular tastes. In other words,
it favored publishing work that inspired elevated moral and intellectual platforms more
often than content related to social economy like etiquette, money and fashion. 59 Which
is why, possibly, Art Decoration Applied to Furniture was serialized in Harper’s New
Monthly Magazine rather than The Atlantic.
So where, then, does Spofford fit into this intellectual milieu and in what ways
does Art Decoration Applied to Furniture mediate between the spaces of “popular” and
“high art”? The answer to this question is best explored, first, through one of her later
texts: House and Hearth, published in 1891, thirteen years after Art Decoration Applied
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to Furniture. House and Hearth takes on the topic of domestic interests—marriage,
fashion, the proper roles that wives, daughters, and mothers fill in a family—but
rhetorically packaged as a treatise on “society” and an advancement of morals. In
essence, House and Hearth straddles a fine line in content between domestic etiquette
book and moral commentary. A glowing review of House and Hearth appeared in
Godey’s Lady’s Book, calling the essays “at once sympathetic and practical, with a
sentiment that always keeps them from falling into the commonplace.” 60 But the
audience of Godey Lady’s Book is different from that of The Atlantic Monthly. Still, the
text itself is a strong amalgamation of the content both publications would herald as
quality work; Godey’s Lady’s Book editors demanded relevant commentary on household
etiquette for women and The Atlantic Monthly editors demanded an elevation of moral
behavior. This, then, is Spofford’s sweet spot: domesticity elevated to the status of High
Art. Elizabeth K. Halbeisen, Spofford’s lone biographer, noted that for Spofford,
publishing in women’s magazines like Godey Lady’s Book was profitable, but ultimately
a low-effort endeavor for her with few intellectual challenges.61 And, while she indeed
published her short fiction in The Atlantic Monthly, it was sporadic at best. Halbeisen
notes that her rate of publication declined between 1859 and 1889, with the bell curve
peaking early—nine stories between 1859 and 1867—and a meager five stories between
1868 and 1889. Halbeisen speculates that the reason for this decline was due in part to
Spofford’s inability to conform to genre-specific style of Realism that The Atlantic
Monthly frequently published; Spofford’s more romantic prose was often dated and better
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suited the kind of sentimental reader that The Atlantic Monthly didn’t cater to.62 Spofford
certainly was not a Realist, but this chapter contends instead that while “romantic” fiction
and domestically-themed essays may have been profitable for Spofford, she did not relent
in attempting to push her work into literary spheres like those of The Atlantic Monthly.
That she continued to seek publication by the magazine, across several different editors,
over the course of twenty-two years suggests an obstinate effort to be a part of that
milieu. Spofford was so attached to her creative relationships in the Boston Art Group at
148 Charles Street that she published A Little Circle of Friends, a book of biographical
essays about some of her most notable acquaintances. This particular publication
validates her connections to these individuals through the intimacy of her tone and
personal anecdotes. Even more specifically, these anecdotes are often both material and
domestic in their scope. Her first chapter in A Little Circle of Friends, for example, is
devoted to Annie Fields. Writing in 1916, nearly forty years after the publication of Art
Decoration Applied to Furniture, she spoke of the first impressions she had when
walking into Fields’ house on Charles Street:
Entering the house you came into a reception room with dark blue velvet
furnishings and gray rug, filled with flowers, every part of the walls hung with
choice paintings; beyond you caught a glimpse of the dining room, whose
windows, latticed with ivy, looked on a long shady garden running down to the
library, ran the whole length of the house, with side alcoves at either end. It held
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unusual pictures and busts, but the greater part of the walls were covered with
books to the ceiling.63
Spofford’s observations of the Fields’ house mirror her writing in Art Decoration Applied
to Furniture. She doubles down on her creative niche as writer of interior design by
specifically elaborating on the domestic space and the aesthetic sensibilities of the
cultural hub at Charles Street.
Spofford’s membership in an art group and discursive publications about home
decoration were not necessarily innovative amongst other influential figures in the late
nineteenth century, so why should Art Decoration Applied to Furniture be a text worthy
of critical analysis? The content might not be novel, but the artistic and historical
framework that encapsulates it is deeply important. Her book establishes a tone that is
cognizant of the socioeconomic values of a feverishly industrial post-Civil War America.
During an era when the middle class was growing in size, Spofford’s separation from
low-brow ethics clarifies the boundaries of bourgeois norms. As this chapter has
elaborated, these norms were both aesthetic and intellectual in nature. Perhaps her most
important contribution to literary history is the way she makes salient her relationship
with the Boston Art Group. Art Decoration Applied to Furniture is in conversation with
the nature of art groups and to the qualities of aesthetic values that they abided by.
Indeed, the book captures an aesthetically-rich moment in time and illuminates a turning
point in both cultural and social values. Spofford’s mediation between the spheres of
literati and domestic writer is meaningful but largely emblematic of other women writers
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at the end of the nineteenth century. Transitioning into a radically different genre-interior design--was by no means an easy creative decision on her part, as mechanisms in
place (largely held by men in editorial positions) devalued her work as subordinate to the
dominant trends of the time mostly written by her male peers. Spofford’s response,
however, was to maintain the thematic and technical scope of her work—that domestic
writing can indeed be worthy of elaborate, gilded bindings and erudite—bordering on
exclusionary—rhetoric. In doing so, the space Spofford occupies is less marginal and
more interior amongst a field of her contemporaries.
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CHAPTER TWO
INTERIORITY AND THE FUNCTION OF DECORATIVE ART IN EDITH
WHARTON’S THE HOUSE OF MIRTH
One of the cloudier aspects of interpreting Wharton’s The House of Mirth is
trying to understand the title. In fact, the central drama of the plot sees the protagonist,
Lily Bart, move from dwelling to dwelling (to cruise ship, to hotel, to boarding house),
affected by her moral and financial woes, spiraling into poverty and a deep depression
until she overdoses (accident or no) on chloral. What “mirth” is to be found? Perhaps
one way to unpack this problem is to instead refocus on House, or “home”, that is, the
space should act as a supportive structure to Bart’s longevity. Wharton’s story is not just
an early twentieth-century tragedy, but a truly specific case study of a young woman
caught aimlessly grasping for footing in the social sphere in which she was cultivated and
rejected—a case study of between-ness, providing specific examples of the stratifications
of class and the conditions by which someone falls through the cracks. In other words,
this text demands a spatial and material analysis of its setting and characters.
For Bart, the declension from the upper echelons of society to the working class
was necessarily material in nature, as everything in her life was measured by the things
that she owned and the things that she lost. In a way, Wharton needs objects to tell this
story, specifically, because this is a story of the upper-class, one riding on the coattails of
Gilded Age material excess. Could this same story be retold, but with working class
people? Stephen Crane’s Maggie: A Girl of the Streets would appear to fill this quota,
but while Crane uses a nearly journalistic practice of Realism, Wharton depends instead
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on the structural intangibles of what it means to be “home.” 64 For the purposes of this
chapter, I’m defining structural intangibles as the way by which Wharton makes concrete,
through the use of language and description, an abstract idea that is uniquely modern—
that is, specific to early twentieth century circumstances. Purposefully, Wharton uses her
knowledge of the decorative arts and domestic spaces to augment Bart’s story with
tangible material talismans on which the driving force of the plot turns. Wharton’s craft,
however, goes beyond describing couches, cushions, and flatware. Rather, her fiction is
informed by her own theories on interior design as she arranges the text in such a way
that her descriptive passages become ekphrasis of character—specifically for Lily.
Indeed, Lily is herself the most formidable decorative object, one that, tragically, can’t
find the proper place within the various homes in which she attempts to reside.
The overarching focus of this chapter strives to understand the function of
decorative art in Wharton’s The House of Mirth, read in a matrix of literary and material
culture studies. Whereas chapter one unpacked the idea of liminal space alongside
questions of genre and access to resources, this chapter takes an explicitly textual route
by exploring the complicated way that space is actually represented in Wharton’s novel.
Like Spofford, who dabbled in domestic design literature, Wharton also holds expertise
in material culture. The House of Mirth is furnished with decorative objects, but none
more ornamental than Lily Bart. While it is true that enumerating the instances in which
Wharton embellishes the scenes in her text with extremely specific material detail would
itself punctuate the thesis that Wharton is a “material writer,” it doesn’t go far enough to
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explain the thematic implications within the text, nor does it explain the nuances of her
character’s conflicts. Wharton tasks the reader to understand what interior “space” looks
like in her writing, and to witness how the nature between character and space is made
manifest in the careful staging of the two in conflict.
A Survey of Edith Wharton and Interdisciplinary Scholarship
Numerous scholars have noted Wharton’s tendency to furnish her novels and
stories with descriptive anchors and have positioned her work within a framework that is
both literary and material in its focus. Acknowledging their work in detail will provide
the broad contours of what I believe is one of the facets of interdisciplinary Wharton
studies, as well as position this chapter’s thesis in conversation with that field. John
Clubbe specifically cited The House of Mirth as an exemplar of the nexus between the
literary and material. If the objects that decorate an interior space are numerous and
detailed, then the success of a character depends on his or her ability to read its symbolic
purpose within the room. Lily’s downfall, then, is due in part to her inability to “’read’
her environment except from the standards of her imagined ‘good taste’. Lily never
penetrates beyond surface signs, never seeks out the deeper and ever-changing meanings
of personal settings.65 Clubbe’s approach to interpreting Wharton’s work is foundational
because it not only acknowledges interior space as a crucial component to mapping Lily
Bart’s exterior decline, but he infers that interior design is equally as important to
mapping Lily Bart’s interiority. And, as this chapter will later discuss, decorative objects
invoke meaning not just singularly in themselves, but as complements to other objects
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within a room. Indeed, finding the right “fit” for objects within the appropriate spaces is
crucial to Lily Bart’s descent into poverty and death.
For Clubbe, reading the decorative objects as symbols is an essential catalyst to
projecting whether or not a character fits into a space, and Linda S. Watts builds on this
approach to The House of Mirth, though within the psycho-social framework of
displacement and cultural economy embedded within systems of class. As she states,
“space itself is a commodity, so its arrangement reflects and confers values. Its
configuration can promote contact or preclude access, mark acceptance or signal
exclusion, expose impropriety or shield honor.”66 Watts’s assessment helps to
conceptualize Lily Bart’s movement in the text from one social sphere into another. This
kind of “mapping” of character configures the critical abstraction of the protagonists as
pawns—objects in space—but pawns that are yoked to the social expectations of their
environment. And while Watts makes clear that Bart and her peers are defined by
material things (money, for example), the object analysis is largely symbolic, necessary
to explain the ways that characters behave or are expected to behave within their social
spheres.67
Most recently, Katrin Horn augments the suggestion that Wharton’s spaces define
the central conflicts of her characters by locating her argument within genre studies.
Specifically, Horn invokes the tenets of Gothic fiction to suggest that much of the drama
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that propels her novels forward is the corruption of “spatial and personal boundaries.” 68
Similar to Watts, Horn’s focus is less on the physical presence of decorative objects and
more on the symbolic relationship between people and the spaces they occupy—in this
case, the relationship between public and private, and the specter of what that conflict
creates: a character haunted by the tumultuous and unreliable way that other characters
see or do not see her (Horn focuses on “gossip,” in this case). 69
The formal, decorative qualities of Wharton’s prose invite a cross-disciplinary
analysis in part because of Wharton’s own interdisciplinary experience with the
technique. It is widely known that well before Wharton gained prowess as a writer of
fiction (she was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in fiction for The Age of Innocence in 1921),
she wrote extensively about interior design and the decoration of domestic spaces. So
instead of focusing exclusively on the literary aspects of Wharton’s work, I’m choosing
to isolate the decorative aspects of her work. Anchoring analysis in the material world
might seem counter-intuitive, but it helps to reframe and refocus conventional readings of
a widely read and critiqued text like The House of Mirth. This chapter leans on
interdisciplinary primary and secondary sources that will mold the necessary definitions
of key terms moving forward. For example, many scholars use phrases like “decorative,”
“material,” or reference “thingness” in Wharton’s writing, but this chapter strives to be
clear about establishing a usable definition of decorative arts so that it can later be
expanded into the tenets of literary studies. 70
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The work of Dianne Sachko Macleod forecasts the obstacles scholars must
overcome when comparing the decorative work alongside other categories of High Art
like painting, sculpture or even literature. Though her research focuses specifically on
women art collectors rather than literary figures who write with material emphasis, she
rightly notes that the phrase “decorative art” is “both belittling and inaccurate because it
was often associated with ceramics, needlework and other delicate forms of
craftsmanship rather than conventionally recognized forms of High Art like oil painting
or sculpture. She hypothesizes: “the teleological view of collecting as a premeditated
process of selection, classification, and categorization is the antithesis of the more
intimate, subjective, and impromptu relationship that existed between women and things
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.”71 Expanding on Macleod’s claims, I want to
suggest that the use of decorative objects within literary fiction, specifically, is
appropriately tied to deeply character-driven drama. A material object can adequately
stand in as an abstract anchor of a character’s emotions or feelings as much a character
herself—in this case, Lily Bart. In truth, decorative objects had deeply codified meaning
as identity-affirming talismans within the home. We can also look to the work of
Victoria Rosner, whose studies on Modernist fiction and interiority claim that “a
principle tenet of design at the turn of the century was in the unity of the arts,” that is,
artists often sought to elevate and integrate the design tenets of poetry, dress, painting,
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philosophy and handicraft.72 Artistic production was complementary, or, at the very
least, functioning alongside similar aesthetic spheres. Significantly, Rosner traces her
analysis along the spectrum of Aestheticism and turn of the century philosophies of artful
living. Her research suggests that the blending between the object and the self—
especially in the home—is a distinctly proto-Modernist phenomenon. I am not arguing
that Wharton’s writing or literary approach—particularly in The House of Mirth—should
be categorized within the framework of Aestheticism or literary Modernism, however,
taken together, both Macleod and Rosner establish a foundation for building a
multifunctional definition of decorative arts at the end of the nineteenth century. So for
the purposes of this chapter, in conversation with other scholarship that focuses on visual
and material culture studies, “decorative art” represents a category of art physically
defined by a combination of characteristics including quality of handicraft (or lack
thereof), ornament of design, and functionality. Decorative art can also be a symbolic
reflection of the owner or collector—a stand-in, of sorts, for a person’s tastes or
philosophies of life. Finally, though not specified in Macleod or Rosner, decorative art is
also an emblem of class, because inherent in each object is a vestige of provenance,
purchase, or patronage.

Formal Analysis and Ways of Reading “Material Writing”
There is an abundance of Wharton scholarship that grapples with her relationship
to the arts, and this chapter seeks to amplify those arguments by bringing in a more
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nuanced and interdisciplinary reading of her work. This is not to suggest that the existing
scholarship on Wharton and her relationship to the arts is not sufficient enough for the
arguments they stake, rather, this chapter strives to apply and elevate the more specific
techniques of formal analysis within material culture studies and art history to abstract
Wharton’s characters out of the literary realm of fiction and onto a material plane. In
doing so, a classic close reading of the prose allows for a concrete justification for
claiming that Wharton is a “material writer.” Judith Fryer attempts to maneuver her
analysis in this way, specifically when she evaluates Lily Bart in the tableaux vivant
scene, undoubtedly the moment from The House of Mirth that is most often discussed as
an intersection between symbolic form in literary studies and in art. Fryer’s analysis
begins to isolate the formal qualities of Bart’s body:
Her bare feet in thin sandals and the lines of her long, flowing robes accentuate
rather than conceal the sensual lines of her body, and she is engaged, as she bends
forward from the marble monument against which she leans, in the very human
activity of carving her lover’s name onto the bark of a tree. The setting, indeed,
seems more English landscape park than forest, a re-creation of a Grecian valley;
the marble monument, the inscription on the tree invite us to “read” the landscape
as a series of lines, shapes and contours in a formal design.73
Consistent with Fryer and Clubbe is the insistence that the scene demands to be “read” in
a specific way, whether by the characters or by the reader himself. This complicated
“double reading” is one of the reasons why The House of Mirth is a rich example of
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material writing, in that the decorative art within the text both reflects and refracts
meaning. My own analysis of the text takes Fryer’s outline a step further and strives to
use this logic of “reading” objects to “read” conflict as a way of exploring the
complexities of material space within The House of Mirth and how Lily Bart is
objectified therein. In practice, this means expanding textual analysis of material detail
beyond one dramatic incident (like Lily Bart’s reveal as a model) to the material
structures that helped to build the composition of a scene to that point.
Formal analysis imparts an alternative vocabulary and a richer meaning to a
traditional (literary) close reading of the text. Generally, formal analysis asks that
viewers asses a work of art through Color, Line, Shape, Texture and Space. Wharton’s
writing marks all of these technical touchstones within the carefully scaffolded tableaux
vivant scene. Through the mouthpiece of Gerty Farish, Wharton’s text spans the entire
space of the room then gradually moves closer to Lily Bart as a centralized point of
focus: “And this room is wonderfully becoming—everyone looks so well! Did you ever
see such jewels? Do look at Mrs. George Dorset’s pearls—I suppose the smallest of them
would pay the rent of our Girls’ Club for a year.”74 Gerty’s observations provide a broad
panorama of the canvas that establishes the general space of the composition. Her radar
for material talismans—the jewels and pearls—heightens the literary composition’s aura
of luxury. But her examination of the room stops abruptly once the curtain parts and the
scene slowly evolves, unfurling the other tableaux vivants before arriving at Lily. The
curtains help distinguish the central axis of activity that organizes the forms contained
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therein. Wharton conditions the reader’s eye in preparation for a more nuanced reading
of Bart’s scene:
Tableaux vivants depend for their effect not only on the happy disposal of lights
and the delusive interposition of layers of gauze, but on a corresponding
adjustment of the mental vision. To unfurnished minds they remain, in spite of
every enhancement of art, only a superior kind of wax-works; but to the
responsive fancy they may give magic glimpses of the boundary world between
fact and imagination.75
If Gerty Farish’s initial scan of the scene helped build the parameters of the space, this
description of the curtain further establishes the foreground and background, a space
between fantasy and reality, separated by “the happy disposal of lights and the delusive
layers of gauze.” From this point, the tableaux move horizontally and draw the
imaginative eye down a line from one model to the next, where the final focus will rest
on Lily. There, Wharton switches to finer details like shape, color, and texture. And as
she has been described in statuesque ways before, it’s no surprise that Lily’s body is
aestheticized in this moment, too:
Her pale draperies, and the background of foliage against which she stood served
only to relieve the long dryad-like curves that swept upward from her poised foot
to her lifted arm. The noble buoyancy of the attitude, its suggesting of soaring
grace, revealed the touch of poetry in her beauty that Selden always felt in her
presence.76
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The description and the tableau strive to mythologize Bart’s beauty, taking care to note
the delicately carved, nymph-like attributions of her figure, which were granted an even
more ethereal quality by the juxtaposition of “pale draperies” and the greenery among
which she stood. The specific use of the words “buoyancy,” and “soaring” combined
with the description of her “poised foot” and “lifted arm” give the character of her
tableaux a kinetic energy in spite of the scene’s motionless quality. Lily is picture—a
work of art—and the formal qualities of both her tableau and the prefatory description of
the scene reinforce the claim that Wharton stages her as is a decorative object as a means
to advance her characterization and conflict. Immediately after Lily’s curtain closed,
Wharton writes that Selden was affected and “had time to feel the whole tragedy of her
life,” prompting him into proclaiming his love for her.77 The irony, of course, is that the
destiny of their relationship is as unstable as the ephemerality of the tableau—itself an
impersonation of a portrait.
Using formal analysis in literary studies is admittedly a creative reach. It asks
that a reader be a viewer and a viewer be a reader—and by definition, readers and
viewers use different instruments and skillsets to their respective ends. Indeed, the shape
of the text is beholden to the margins of the page and the literature contained therein is
responsible for quite literally materializing the scene. Nevertheless, formal analysis adds
depth to a close reading that specifically hinges on material culture, pays closer attention
to the objects and as a result, how they can be meaningfully arranged on a page and
within a scene.
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The Decoration of Houses and the Social Blueprint of the Gilded Age
Although it would seem logical to implant the aforementioned definition directly
into a close reading of Wharton’s work, such a maneuver would be woefully insufficient
and shortsighted. If material culture studies can help unlock a more nuanced reading of
The House of Mirth, then The Decoration of Houses, her collected writings on interior
design is the very key that grants access to a material and spatial interpretation of her
writing. The Decoration of Houses formalizes Wharton’s knowledge of the minutiae of
Gilded Age material culture—cushions, wall décor, color, and their connections to the
constructs of style and taste at the turn of the century. This chapter is certainly not the
first to cite this text as a primary source. What I hope to accomplish by referencing it,
however, is to unveil continuity between the way she imagines the function of objects in
space according to interior design principles alongside with how she employs the
function of objects in space within her novels. 78
Co-authored with architect Ogden Codman in 1897, the text argues against the
stodgy excessiveness of Fin de Siècle design. Rather than bringing such superfluous
material flourishes into 20th century homes, Wharton advocates instead for a more
contemporary and quasi-modern aesthetic philosophy for the twentieth century: an
economy of style. In her text she is dismissive of the accumulation of articles that
typified the Gilded Age: “All this showy stuff has been produced in answer to the
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increasing demand for cheap “effects” in a place of unobtrusive merit in material and
design.”79 Here, too, she bemoans how the industry of domestic interior design has, as
with many other sellable wears at the turn of the century, fallen victim to poor quality
with mass production to meet the demand of middle class purchasing tendencies. What,
then, is an example of appropriate use of decorative arts within the home? To Wharton, it
has to do with “conformity of style” and “proportion”. When talking about “conformity
of style”, her writing becomes especially prophetic:
There is one thing more to be said in defense of conformity to style; and that is,
the difficulty of getting rid of style. Strive as we may for originality, we are
hampered at every turn by an artistic tradition of over two thousand years. Does
any but the most inexperienced architect really think that he can ever rid himself
of such an inheritance? He may mutilate or misapply the component parts of his
deign, but he cannot originate a whole new architectural alphabet. 80
Here, Wharton questions the extent to which the sheer gravity of traditions and standards
of the past can be altered or ignored. “Harmonizing” the design of a room, according to
Wharton, involves ceding the tendency to ignore the existing blueprint of that which is
being furnished or decorated. Translated into a contemporary example, Wharton might
argue that it would be jarring if not completely anachronistic to place a mid-century
modern couch in a Craftsman-style home from the 1920’s.
“Conformity of style” is different from “proportion,” and the text expands on the
properties of “proportion” thusly:
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Proportion is the good breeding of architecture. It is that something, indefinable
to the unprofessional eye, which gives repose and distinction to a room: in its
origin a matter of nice mathematical calculation, of scientific adjustment of voids
and masses, but in its effects as intangible as that all-pervading essence which the
ancients called the soul. 81
It is necessary to quote from her text at length in these examples because of the strange
rhetoric she chooses to define her own terminology. She later notes that such attention to
detail is essential to “human instincts,” as I would argue, consistent with the structure of
Macleod’s argument that claims decoration and decorative art is an innately personal
expression of the self and one’s taste. 82 On the other hand, her theory of design also
complements Rosner’s claim that when working within interior spaces, the decorative
arts are a functional and harmonious act of creativity. And so Wharton’s “proportion”—
symmetry—will indeed give the domestic spaces, interiority and literary spaces a sense
of harmony rather than if the rooms were fragmented and disordered with a cacophony of
Victorian bric-a-brac.
Perhaps predictably, there may also be a social context to Wharton’s interior
design theories. Alice H. Kinman’s research strives to both mark the text as the earliest
indicator of Wharton’s self-awareness as a writer and to elevate The Decoration of
Houses within the realm of critical Wharton studies as a steadfast indicator of Wharton’s
own acknowledgement of her subject matter and audience: the wealthy elite.83 A second
reading of Wharton’s definition of “proportion” is latent with meaning. Indeed, her
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characterization of good design and good form is strangely anthropomorphized, for
example, a house built on “good breeding” will have style and “soul.”84 Wharton’s
theories on design suggest that decorative arts in the home are not just private flourishes
within one’s own abode, but they are also aspirational signifiers that confirm one’s social
standing. “Good breeding” is as much of a categorization of quality of design as it is
quality of class. It is the very problem that Lily Bart confronts in The House of Mirth.
Her “good breeding”’ isn’t enough to keep her within the comforts of her class, and as a
result, she is left aimless and unprotected.
Expanding this theory across Wharton’s oeuvre, Jean Caroll Griffith writes about
the importance of framing The House of Mirth in the broader scope of Wharton’s novels,
specifically, The Age of Innocence. Her analysis implies that, though serialized in 1920,
the setting of that book, Newland Archer’s 1870’s Old New York helps stage how
readers should interpret the spatial circumstances in The House of Mirth that sets Lily
Bart akimbo to her decline. She claims that “the cityscape itself provides the best
defense, with the most important families camped in historic homes in University Place
and lower Fifth Avenue.”85 Griffith’s analysis pinpoints the kind of fortress-like social
structures with which the upper echelons of Gilded Age society padded itself in a time of
industrialization and progressive politics, during which the utter survival of their
community depended on holding the line. If The Age of Innocence is a look back to the
Gilded Age as a stronghold of upper-class privilege, then The House of Mirth is a case
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study of the aftermath when those same rules that upheld social status dismantles the life
of a young woman on the line’s edge. A critical lens that leans on material culture
studies builds on this analysis and enables the exploration of Bart as someone who quite
literally does not fit in to her surroundings. Accordingly, as one of the goals of this
chapter is to interweave the concept of “decorative arts” with literary fiction, it is
essential to abstract the narrative of those surroundings into “things” or “thingness”—to
look to concepts like rhetoric, characterization, style, even the syntactical arrangement of
text on the page. Other attributes like proportion, functionality (for example, what is the
use-value of this “thing” described within the space of the page?), are decorative and
symbolic anchors in Wharton’s writing. And as seen in The House of Mirth, the
cultivation of material objects in one’s life is directly tied to the cultivation of one’s own
identity.
Objects in Space: An Explication of The House of Mirth
The House of Mirth stages the first encounter with Lily Bart not through her own
words or formal introduction from the narrator, but indirectly, through the eyes of
Lawrence Selden. This precedent of reading sets the tone for future meaningful
encounters with Lily: reading/looking at the way she ornaments a scene. And in this first
scene, she is otherworldly: “her vivid head, relieved against the dull tints of the crowd,
made her more conspicuous than in a ballroom-and under her dark hat and veil she
regained the girlish smoothness, the purity of tint, that she was beginning to lose after
eleven years of late hours and indefatigable dancing.”86 This carefully rendered image is
Lily’s portrait, set against a backdrop of the urban modernity of the train station. The
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description foregrounds her physical beauty, which the text will recapitulate countless
times, and prefigures the tableaux vivant scene in which Selden, becomes enamored with
her as he would a living work of art—objectifying her further. But this passage
expresses more than simply descriptive writing. In one of the earlier manuscripts of this
scene, Wharton opted to include the phrase “dull tints of the crowd” rather than the
original phrase that she crossed out, “dull flesh of the crowd” (fig 5). 87

Fig. 5 Edith Wharton Collection. Yale University Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript
Library
While this chapter hesitates to claim to discern authorial intent, the physical
presence of authorial revision invites the inference that Wharton was carefully thinking
about the power of words—the power of description—in this critical moment. Such a
narrative decision, then, suggests Wharton’s specific interest in de-familiarizing the
reader with the vitality of bodies in the environment. Instead, she renders the scene
something closer to decorative art, foregrounding color and abstraction over body. Here,
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it isn’t exactly people that decorate the station, rather, Wharton has diffused them into
objects, further granting her creative license to isolate and elaborate on the ways Bart
herself decorates the scene.
Indeed, Wharton takes great care to fortify her intricate descriptions of Bart, often
isolating distinct features of her person. While measuring the tea with Selden, Wharton
zeroes in on Bart’s hands, “[Selden] watched her hand, polished as a bit of old ivory, with
its slender pink nails, and the sapphire bracelet slipping over her wrist…She was so
evidently the victim of the civilization that had produced her, that the links of her bracelet
seemed like the manacles chaining her to her fate.” 88 Again, it’s important that the way
the reader encounters Bart is through the eyes of another character, reminding us that she
is indeed the thing to be looked at, to be watched. The reader is reminded by the
presence of her jewelry and the flawlessness of her skin that she is a sculpture herself, an
object to be catalogued and valued.
On their own, these descriptions of Bart could be evidence of the stylistic
flourished of Wharton’s prose, but one might instead read the narrative against Katherine
Grier’s suggestion that refinement is an intangible quality, that is mainly apparent when it
is used in conjunction with and as comparison to the description of decorative objects.
Grier proposes that “the Victorian aesthetic of refinement can never be experienced again
as a living idea, but explorations into the language associated with the formal qualities of
decorative objects …can at least partially reconstruct its dimensions and meaning and
gives us some sense of its power.”89 This “power” slowly slips from Bart’s ownership as
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she plummets into debt and begins to lose both the luster of her beauty and her social
status as a marriable woman. This loss of power is visible in the text because while Bart
` The

is an ornament decorating a space, Wharton is careful to suggest that she often struggles
to “belong” or “fit in.” As a woman with good social standing, having tea in Selden’s
bachelor pad does not reflect the expectations of other affluent women at the time. She
stays on as a guest at Mrs. Trenor’s estate because she assumes a role there as a beautiful,
conversational, well-connected bachelorette, in spite of her limited allowance and
inability to play bridge with the rest of the wealthy guests. However, numerous times the
text notes that Lily is deeply uncomfortable with her room at her aunt’s abode: “She had
always hated her room at Mrs. Peniston’s—its ugliness, its impersonality, the fact that
nothing in it was really hers.”90
Of course, the text implies that the cause of this rootlessness (and Lily’s ultimate
downfall) is, in part, because she does not know how to build stable walls around herself.
Instead, she remains an object passed from space to space at the disposal of other people
for them to look at, admire, and ultimately scapegoat for their own troubles. Bart tells
her Aunt Julia that “a girl hates to be thought priggish and superior, and one drifts into
doing what the others do.”91 Wharton’s use of the word “drift” implies a sense of
aimlessness, rootlessness, and a lack of belonging. Moreover, Bart drifts because she
feels compelled to, even though these upper-class spaces which she seeks to occupy are
otherwise toxic to her current needs. Wharton, however, does provide one such moment
where it appears that Bart is readily cognizant that her presence in the narrative space is
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not only essential, but the pinnacle of decorative display. Returning to the tableaux
vivants scene, Wharton writes:
Lily was in her element on such occasions. Under [the artist] Morpeth’s
guidance, her vivid plastic sense, hitherto nurtured no higher food than dressmaking and upholstery, found eager expression in the disposal of draperies, the
study of attitudes, the shifting of lights and shadows. Her dramatic instinct was
roused by the choice of subjects, and the gorgeous reproductions of historic dress
stirred an imagination which only visual impressions could reach. But keenest of
all was the exhilaration of displaying her own beauty under a new aspect: of
showing that her loveliness was no mere fixed quality, but an element shaping all
emotions to fresh forms of grace. 92
The deployment of material writing in this instance is strategic. Even when Bart appears
to “fit in” to her environment—places of high culture and high society—the reader is
reminded of the inherent façade of these moments. Similar to when the impression of her
figure is sketched through Selden’s eyes in the first chapter of the novel, Bart becomes a
living portrait, undeniably beautiful—moreso than the other participants—and arresting
the admiration of all of the guests. But, of course, she is costumed, and the activity of
theatricizing her beauty--embodied in the character of another historical figure—
stipulates only fantasy object rather than the depth that real human relationships could
provide.
Equally important to the question of how Bart herself functions as a decorative
object is understanding how space amplifies other decorative objects around her. While
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it can be helpful to itemize to the ways in which an author furnishes a space, curates it
around objects and people, it does not go far enough to explain, in Wharton’s case, how
her narrative establishes a structural support to showcase the objects themselves to the
utmost. In practice, this kind of technique goes beyond something like the tenets of
Realism, where the enumeration of objects and surface detail color a space to deepen the
representation of reality. For Wharton, who is judicious with her use of objects,
showcasing specific spaces highlights the contrast that Bart (her most important
decorative object) has with the environment around her. The result is that her
descriptions of rooms and Bart’s place within those interiors are not only “real,” but they
are social commentary.
If the text leads the reader to believe that Bart doesn’t fit in to the social spheres
of the upper class, Carry Fisher poignantly suggests that, at the root of it, it could have
something to do with a friction between Bart’s actual life circumstances and the
expectations she tries to meet by conforming to a social circle, or as Wharton writes: “I
think it’s just flightiness—and sometimes I think it’s because, at heart, she despises the
things she’s trying for. And it’s the difficulty of deciding that makes her such an
interesting study.”93 Here, Wharton continues to sculpt her character in such a way that
allows the reader to better understand Bart’s moral turmoil. That Bart continuously
rejects the advances of “marriageable men” and strives to stay in the orbit of Lawrence
Selden indicates an act of resistance to the expected role of Society Woman. But this
behavior is not spontaneous. In fact, Wharton takes great care to give a glimpse of Bart’s
childhood—the literal house in which she was raised. It is this specific flashback to the
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first house that sets the tone for her aimlessness, that sets up Bart’s difficulty of
transitioning from one space to the next. The reader learns that home-life was thus:
A house in which no one ever dined at home unless there was “company”; a doorbell perpetually ringing; a hall-table showered with square envelopes which were
opened in haste, and oblong envelopes which were allowed to gather dust in the
depths of a bronze jar; a series of French and English maids giving warning amid
chaos of hurriedly-ransacked wardrobes and dress-closets; an equally changing
dynasty of nurses and footmen; quarrels in the pantry, the kitchen and the
drawing-room; precipitate trips to Europe, and returns with gorged trunks and
days of interminable unpacking; semi-annual discussions as to where the summer
should be spent, grey interludes of economy and brilliant reactions of expense—
such was the setting of Lily Bart’s first memories.94
In this excerpt, Wharton offers a domestic abstraction of sorts—a microcosm of upperclass living. Twenty-first century readers can also deduce that there is little “stability” in
Lily’s life, as Wharton writes: “as a “desultory yet agitated fashion life…a zig-zag broken
course down which the family craft glided on a rapid current of amusement, tugged at by
the underflow of perpetual need—the need of more money.”95 It is in this scene that the
reader also infers something as niche as having a top-rated cook is necessary to a toprated quality of life. Mrs. Fisher echoes this sentiment later in the novel when she notes
that “a good cook was the best introduction to society.”96 Katherine Grier knows that this
kind of lifestyle, nevertheless, typifies aspirations for “culture” that is “an international
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standard of personal excellence—indeed an international system of material symbols
from wallpaper to tea tables.”97 Bart’s life has been foregrounded on the delicacies of
putting on the right façade in the right space, but she realizes—especially at the end of
the novel—that outward display is nothing compared to the satisfaction she feels in her
growing moral superiority—donating to Gerty’s charity, burning Bertha’s letters at the
last minute, and realizing that Love, not Money, might be the thing that satisfies her on
her deathbed.
That Lily Bart finds a balm to her woes in Nettie Struther’s kitchen is apt and
significant. Here, Wharton delicately weaves the narrative around the image of Lily Bart
in a rocking chair with the image of the infant child. Netty coaxes her baby to drink milk
at the same time she urges her guest to partake in the same nourishment. 98 The
complementary way in which this scene was narratively and visually rendered implies
that Bart has at last been nurtured in ways that her childhood and subsequent adulthood
lacked. In this case, the kitchen is a functional space—a place of physical nourishment.
But Grier notes that in the twentieth century terms to define interior spaces began to take
on more complex meaning. The specific use of the word “comfort” responds to both the
literal function of the space—as in what it physically provides (privacy, rest, etc.), and
the psychological function of the space—what kinds of sentiments it evokes in the
inhabitant. So the kitchen scene, though brief, is quite potent. Wharton peppers the
scene with symbols that imply both its twentieth century use-value within the home, but
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also suggests that the room could be a space for more--the kitchen could be both a place
of physical nourishment, and soul-nourishment.
And, indeed, while in the kitchen, Lily is at rest. It is one of the few times that
her physical body—especially her hands—are not described with an annotation of her
physical beauty. Wharton indeed describes her body, but it is an abstract scene where her
body merges with the body of Nettie’s child: “as she continued to hold it the weight
increased, sinking deeper, and penetrating her with a strange sense of weakness, as
though the child entered into her and became a part of herself.” 99 It is in the kitchen
where she takes to heart Nettie’s anecdote about how the love of her life sympathized
with the complexities of her life enough to want to bind their lives together in marriage,
and, after she returns to her boarding house, it is her final waking moment that recalls
what it felt like to hold the baby in that space. If it weren’t for the extensive work that
Wharton completed earlier conveying the physical, decorative qualities of Bart’s
character, her final scene would lack the tenor of tragedy that it already has. Bart
transforms from ivory-sculpted, plastic body (per descriptions) to warm flesh—and loss
of boundaries of self—that finally finds peace with the promise of love. It is the closest
to a sense of “home” that the reader sees Bart in: comforted, settled, and perhaps decisive
on where she finally wanted to set her roots—with Selden. So The House of Mirth, then,
is a special template of the kind of interiority of a character in a social crisis—a crisis of
manners, of expectations.
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“The Recovery”: An Early Blueprint for The House of Mirth
Visiting some of Wharton’s earlier writings—those published before The House
of Mirth—can help amplify this chapter’s claim that Wharton’s craft is such that
decorative art and material writing function as a way by which Wharton wields the power
necessary to trumpet meaningful social and cultural commentary and illuminate a
character’s own interiority. Published four years before The House of Mirth, her short
story, “The Recovery,” is a prophetic imagining of her material philosophies in fiction
before they matured in her later writing. “The Recovery” pivots around several
meaningful relationships and their material dependency on the space surrounding them.
It is, as Clubbe proposed in his analysis of The House of Mirth, an exercise of
“reading”—that is, reading objects, reading behavior, and reading the space that contains
it all.100 In the case of “The Recovery,” the central drama stems from Claudia Keniston’s
own struggles to “read” and interpret the motivations and whims of her husband, who is
an artist and gallerist. In fact, when Claudia first meets her soon-to-be husband, she
romanticizes meeting an intellectual pillar of the art community, having read numerous
articles about his work and his social connections. Their first meeting stages her first
meaningful “misreading” of his character, informed by the space around him:
The studio, to Claudia’s surprise, was bare and shabby. It formed a rambling
addition to the small cheerless house in which the artist lived with his mother and
a widowed sister. For Claudia it added the last touch to his distinction to learn
that he was poor, and that what he earned was devoted to the maintenance of the
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two limp women who formed a neutral-tinted background to his impressive
outline.101
On several occasions, the story announces clearly that the Kenistons are socially
connected to admiring patrons, academics and other prominent cultural figures, but they
are financially dependent on the slow sales of the art. Like Lily Bart’s plight in The
House of Mirth, the forward drive of the conflict depends on the Kenistons’ success in
navigating from one environment to the next on tenuous ground—that they perform
according to social expectations.
Specifically, they must travel to Keniston’s first exhibition in Paris on the dime of
one of Keniston’s wealthy benefactors—to whom Keniston has promised to complete a
commission of panels. While in Paris, Keniston eludes the benefactress by not attending
the opening of his exhibition and instead spends the days prior to the end of his exhibition
promenading around the city and visiting other museums with Claudia. Claudia is keenly
aware and befuddled by his behavior. When wandering the halls of the National Gallery
on the first leg of their trip and then Louvre, she notices how he does not appear to
synthesize with what should be a very familiar space to him. In the gallery space, he is
aloof and unwilling to share his interpretations of the works on the gallery walls. This
behavior flummoxes Claudia who notices that, in the presence of other masterworks, he
chooses to rebuff the call of introspection and self-reflection towards his own art.
Instead, Keniston abstractly comments on the technique of the other masterworks or
muses about unrelated sightseeing they accomplished on their trip overseas thus far.
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Claudia observes, “he seemed to have a sort of provincial dread of showing himself too
much impressed [by the art on the walls].” 102
Wharton then stages the climactic moment: Claudia secretly visits her husband’s
exhibition and is startled by both how unimpressed she was with the environment and
how little attachment and fondness she felt towards the art. Her narration reflects this
marked and unexpected change in tone: “the canvases were all there--and the frames--but
the miracle, the mirage of life and meaning, had vanished like some atmospheric
illusion.”103 The upholstered furniture, vases, braided ropes and guards that staged the
room in such a way that it should exalt her husband’s work instead seems discordant and
pitiful. This extended textual example is necessary to outline the ways in which the
function of decorative objects in Wharton’s fiction was early on meant to draw out the
tensions that come from her own characters reading and misreading the environment
around them. These misreadings are layered: Claudia, thinking her husband an
exemplary artist, expects him to behave and respond to the professional opportunities
available to him in Europe, Keniston’s motives for obfuscating his responsibilities are
opaque, in spite of his willingness to take on the commission of his client. As seen in The
House of Mirth, resolution is found for her characters once they have successfully found
the physical and social spaces best suited for them. As mentioned previously, for Lily
Bart, that space, however tragic, was in the comfort of a kitchen. For the Kenistons, that
space was in the promise of becoming ex-patriates, of sorts. The Keniston’s story is
resolved by temporarily breaking ties with their professional (and, by extension, their
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social) obligations and deciding to move to Europe so as to be invigorated by a new spirit
of art. If we read Lily Bart as a decorative object finding harmony with her space, then
so too can we read the Kenistons as objects that find their fit within the right
environment. What both texts infer is that the ties between character and space is
meticulous, deliberate and suggestive of a carefully curated philosophy of the ways
objects—decorative or no—function within storytelling.
Concluding Thoughts
The introduction of this chapter proposed the idea that the “home” in The House
of Mirth implied a supportive structure or lack thereof for Wharton’s doomed protagonist.
To arrive at an understanding of why Lily Bart could simply not thrive in her
environment, it was essential to enumerate the reasons why she herself is a decorative
object within those spaces. A material reading helps to bring the plasticity of her
character to the forefront. By abstracting her as a decorative object, Wharton makes
apparent that she does or does not properly fit in to a space. Indeed, the tragedy of her
story is that one of the few times she truly harmonizes with an interior space in comfort
and calm, she is near her untimely death. The logical connection between Wharton’s
interior design theories and her fiction is clear. In this case, her theories on the challenges
of interior design closely mirror the conundrums that befall her protagonists. The
Decoration of Houses reserves a chapter for “Bric-à-Brac” at the very end of the text,
where it is defined broadly as knick-knacks that reverberate with various degrees of taste.
But this particular chapter contains the most essential early evidence available of
Wharton’s sensibilities on ornament, decoration, and their role within an interior space: 104
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It is quite possible to go without [bric-à-brac]; and the proof is that many do go
without them who honestly think to possess them in abundance. This is said, not
with any intention of turning to ridicule the natural desire to “make a room look
pretty,” but merely with the purpose of inquiring whether such an object is ever
furthered by the indiscriminate amassing of “ornaments.” Decorators know how
much the simplicity and dignity of a good room are diminished by crowding it
with useless trifles.105
This passage implies the steadfastness with which Wharton believed in the judicious use
of decorative art in a domestic setting. In her philosophies of interior design, it is
essential to only furnish a space with what is essential and necessary; Lily Bart as the
embodiment of the Aesthetic, was doomed. So, too, can this mantra be extended to her
fiction. So what is, in fact, the function of decorative art in Wharton’s fiction? Lily Bart
may be a sculptural beauty, or delicate enough to be painted on fine china, but her
character is rendered with expertise and power. For Wharton, this is no simple story, but
an important authorial flex that positioned her as one of the foremost writers of social
conflict and commodity culture at the turn of the century.
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CHAPTER THREE
AUTHORSHIP, LITERARY CURATING, AND THE CULTIVATION OF
SELFHOOD IN ISABELLA STEWART GARDNER’S VITRINES
But widespread interest will be felt in the opening
of Mrs. Gardner’s show. A remarkable woman has
gathered a remarkable collection of pictures and junk
in one of the most remarkable edifices ever
put together. She has done it in her own way, and that
has not been in the least like the way of anyone else” 106
One of the more curious objects on display in Isabella Stewart Gardner’s museum
is not a painting, pastel or print. Rather, it is a manuscript tucked away in a glass-front
bookcase in a small corridor Mrs. Gardner identified as the “Vatichino Room.” This text,
A Catalogue of Illuminated and Historical Manuscripts; and Choice and Valuable Books,
Selections From Several Private Libraries Comprising Chiefly to English History, Poetry
and Belles Lettres, Also Some Miscellaneous Books was compiled in London in October
1896 and contains—as the long title suggests—a mélange of ballads and Elizabethan
poetry, works ranging from Shakespeare to Milton, and other notable titles from literary
history neatly encapsulated into a catalog of a little over one hundred pages. 107 There is
no certain evidence that suggests Gardner specifically sought to purchase the texts that
are enumerated in this book. Nor is there data that would prove that this catalogue served
as a primer for how Gardner specifically appraised literature, art objects or illuminated
texts. Instead, what the presence of this manuscript indicates is something more abstract;
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the document (and others like it within the Gardner Museum) contributes to a threedimensional understanding of aspirational collecting practices that Gardner invoked
while culling objects and texts for her museum. In other words, this catalogue stands in
for a kind of primer—a primer that guided the standards of collecting and taste that
Gardner cultivated for herself and her museum.
This chapter surveys select material ephemera in Isabella Stewart Gardner’s
museum as a bridge to unpacking late nineteenth and early twentieth century social
constructs of material culture. To be clear, this chapter will not rehash or rewrite
Gardner’s biography—that, indeed, has been spearheaded already by Louise Hall Tharp
and Douglass Shand-Tucci.108 More recently, the archival staff in the Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum has digitized and published online a selection of Gardner’s letters and
treasured objects currently on display in the museum. These myriad sources forge the
groundwork for dissertation chapters like this one, which seeks to extract key
components of Gardner’s biography and her collection and examine the ways in which
Life and Art merge into Story. Indeed, central to this chapter’s overarching focus is
proposing that collecting and storytelling are dependent on one another—combined, they
lay bare the realities of Gardner’s own mastery of her autobiography, made manifest by
the objects on display in her museum. Said more clearly, Gardner’s autobiography is not
written, it is arranged—it is curated.
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To arrive at this point, this chapter first tries to explain the scope of Gardner
studies, which range from scholarly catalogues to primary source anecdotes, these
sources are essential because they map out the patterns and impressions that shaped the
popular image of Gardner at the turn of the century. Next, this chapter will use the
evidence in her museum—the objects themselves—to expand on the ways in which those
outside sources do less to explain Gardner’s persona than the objects on display. While
this chapter will be cautious in correlating the static evidence in the Gardner Museum
with an abstract idea like “intent,” turning to studies of nineteenth and twentieth-century
scrapbooking, as well as exploring twentieth-century collecting practices will explain the
logic behind the cornucopia of materials that are contained in Gardner’s archives and
collections. In other words, as much as Gardner was actively accumulating art work in
her lifetime, she was also—implicitly or no—crafting and narrativizing a blueprint of a
persona whose legacy continues to this day in Boston and beyond.

Existing Scholarship and Early Mythologies of Isabella Stewart Gardner and her Museum
Among the numerous sources that currently augment Gardner studies are surveys
and catalogues of her museum. The texts range in focus from surveys of the Old Masters,
to more niche topics like decorative furniture and architecture. 109 What these sources
have in common is that they gather a selection—not necessarily exhaustive—of
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highlights from Gardner’s collection. Some, like Vigderman’s Memory Palace, strive to
integrate scholarship and critical readings of the works of art while also embracing the
eclectic arrangement of the individual gallery spaces and the museum as a whole. 110
Combined, these sources are functional tools for navigating the breadth and scope of the
collection, as well as supplying some cursory context to the provenance of various
objects. These catalogues are not simply superficial guides to the museum that can be
purchased at a gift shop or decoratively displayed on a coffee table, in fact, they do the
lion’s share of wrangling most of Gardner’s collection into a findable and organized
index. Still, the limits of these texts are clear—the contemporary categorization and
arrangement of the catalogue often implicitly imposes an art historical order or other
structure to the museum that may not coincide with Gardner’s original creative intent.
Simply stepping into one of the galleries is evidence enough of this point: many of the
objects are arranged not as they are in the catalogues, but haphazard on the gallery walls,
that is, stacked and fit for space rather than by artist or identifiable chronology.
Encounters with the objects are contingent on variables that change with each
visit. Shortly after Gardner’s gallery opened to the public in 1903, The Washington Post
acknowledged the eclectic way the art was staged:
But where is the museum?...It is everywhere—and nowhere. It is everywhere,
because the specific objects belonging to it are in no particular part of the house,
but are distributed all through it, with no mark by which they can be identified. It
is nowhere, in the sense that the place as a whole is not a museum at all; that is, it
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is not an institution established to exhibit works of art…These [works of art]
could easily be shown by themselves in one comparatively small room. But it
seemed so much more fitting to give them the surroundings most suitable to their
character that they have been distributed through the greater number of the
rooms.111
Early reviews like this one establish an important observation about the visual register of
Gardner’s museum: that the gallery space of the museum is destabilizing— “everywhere”
and “nowhere”—and the objects therein have an otherworldliness to them, or a
“character” that the museum treats with appropriate reverence. Such an assessment
underscores the point that Gardner’s collection was not only special in itself, but the way
it is arranged and made visible is an essential part of the viewing experience.
Similarly, at the same time this review was written, The Century Illustrated
Magazine published a twenty-one-page feature of the new gallery:
Fenway Court was not only planned by its owner; in a way, she was an actual
builder of the house to an extent probably unprecedented in association with the
execution of plans of such magnitude and scope. Virtually Mrs. Gardner was her
own architect…Not a feature in the design was carried out, not a stone was placed
in position, except in her presence.112
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Beyond reporting on her gallery, contemporaneous journalism also helped expand the
mythology of Gardner’s personality and social station in Boston. Town and Country
would frequently notify the readers of Gardner’s social engagements both in and around
Fenway. Placing her in the company of Gilded Age notables like the Vanderbilt and
Fields families helped maintain a public identity that was consistent with other affluent
Society Women.113 But, infamously, Gardner also cultivated a public image and
reputation for herself outside of these traditional and exclusive circles of cultured society.
For example, many of her biographers indulge in retelling anecdotes of “The Rajah” and
“The Light of India,” two enormous diamonds she fastened atop a headpiece and often
wore in public. Or they recount the time she attended an opera at Symphony Hall
donning a headband emblazoned with the phrase “Oh You Red Sox!” in bright red
lettering.114 In her own time, especially near the opening of her museum to the public in
1903, numerous publications would elucidate on these distinctive qualities of her
character and augmented Gardner’s own self-imaging as a trailblazer with their own
reporting. Writing in Harper’s Bazaar, Priscilla Leonard lauded Gardner’s museum
while at the same time emphasizing the role she played in making sure it was built to her
specifications. The article elaborates, “it remains a very remarkable thing for any
woman, single-handed, to have done; for she has been practically her own architect, and
has superintended every detail of the construction, with an unerring taste that is truly
marvelous.”115
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Catalogues do well to enumerate the objects and cursorily explain their
connection to Gardner, but the contemporaneous reviews of the museum—also
numerous—add a different texture to Gardner studies, one that captures the enormity and
uniqueness of the museum as well as the scale of ambitiousness of the woman at the
center of it all—Gardner, herself. And while it may seem an obvious point, it is an
essential one: first-hand accounts of the space are the foundation by which future critical
assessments are mostly modeled. In other words, it is extremely difficult to divorce the
character of the museum from the character of Gardner. Therefore, these sources enable
us to learn more about Gardner and the complicated ways that the cultivation of “taste”
and the cultivation of self-image is made manifest in her collection. Gardner is just as
much a curator of art as she is a curator of her own self-image. This technique of selfnarrativizing cements her as just as apt an author of material culture as her
contemporaries, except, of course, that her medium was material—tangible—rather than
exclusively literary.
Art historian Wanda Corn has pinpointed the lives and collections of Gardner and
other notable late nineteenth-century women collectors as vital entry points for new and
needed scholarship that can elevate not just collection studies, but studies of character
and the Modern Woman. According to Corn, the resulting corpus of critical work would
have the potential to name “cultural leadership” as a centripetal force for their biographies
rather than simply “eccentricity.” 116 She advances this suggestion by claiming that by
focusing on women collectors, specifically, “we would uncover a new female stratum of
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cultural leadership in this country whose constituents did not just anticipate a future
generation of modern women buy who, in their own right, were persons whose
authoritative actions permanently changed the cultural landscapes of their
hometowns.”117 Key to Corn’s call to action is the implied promise that elevating the
work of women like Gardner will yield strong dividends in cultural studies beyond the
peripheries. Rather than using women like Gardner as a means to talk about ubiquitous
topics like wealth and class, it is possible to magnify the underexplored kernels of their
lives and personal passions such as Influence, Performance and Autonomy.
Secondary scholarship is essential for establishing the critical framework of
Gardner studies, but in spite of the copious catalogues of her museum, there are far too
few sources outside those that focus on her biography. What this chapter strives to do is
position Gardner as a cultural figure whose carefully honed skillset of collecting and
curating influenced the way art was displayed and historical relationships were written in
the early twentieth century. Douglass Shand-Tucci’s biography understands the
importance of centralizing conversations about Gardner’s collection on not just the
spectacle of the works themselves, but on the means by which Gardner both acquired and
arranged them. Writing of the eclectic way that Gardner coordinated the curation of her
collection, Shand-Tucci notes that Gardner had a “proclivity for bringing together
seemingly divergent things” in each of her gallery spaces and that “the secret of
Gardner’s design concept at Fenway is that she was an inspired matchmaker—of works
of art, actually, more than of people, the possibilities in art being greater.” 118 Still,
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Gardner’s collection is so vast—“divergent”—that it is difficult to cull a unifying focus
of her collection, and while Shand-Tucci succeeds in underscoring the variety of material
culture in her gallery, he and other scholars neglect to cover what this chapter believes
are the most essential artifacts: her vitrines. As such, this chapter isolates its critical
focus on a much smaller scale than preceding scholarship. If we are to read Gardner’s
collection and her museum as text and context, then Gardner herself is reflection of these
objects. Therefore, by self-fashioning her own image, Gardner becomes her own
template for her reading her life and her collection—each painting a jeweled broach on
the wall, each bookcase a treasure trove of ephemera, each swath of wallpaper carefully
chosen and sometimes a literal sample of her own couture. 119 Gardner’s vitrines are
important archival materials that are underused in critical scholarship and, I argue, the
most explicitly revealing of Gardner’s life and relationships. If Wanda Corn’s
assessment of Gardner primes her to be read as latently performative in her explorations
of independence and individuality, then the Gardner museum vitrines are the keys that
unlock those avenues for analysis.

Gardner’s Vitrines: A Snapshot
Establishing the description of Gardner’s vitrines, as well as the vocabulary used
to classify them is essential for both clarification and later analysis. This chapter chooses
to identify the vitrines most often by the word “vitrine” because they are, essentially,

Mounted on the walls within the Titian Room of the Isabella Stewart Gardner
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glass display cases. But during the course of analysis there may be other terms used in
complement with “vitrine” that are not intended to muddle the terminology of the
collection, but to build nuance and specificity in certain components of my analysis. For
example, the Gardner Archives identify the vitrines as “cases,” numbered, anecdotally
named and sub-categorized according to the contents. Early catalogues of the museum
briefly identify the vitrines as “cabinets.” 120 Additionally, the vitrines can also be likened
to “shadowboxes,” a term which implies a more active connection to the technique of
scrapbooking, a concept I will elaborate on later. There are fourteen vitrines in total, all
of which are flat-lay cases of varying sizes. In terms of depth and dimensions, the cases
themselves are shallow—mostly longer then they are tall. Some of the vitrines,
especially those with light-sensitive objects like letters and unbound manuscripts are
covered with a protective cloth that can be lifted to provide the public safe viewing
access. The menagerie of objects contained therein are constructed on a horizontal axis,
rather than, for comparison, a vertically freestanding curio cabinet. Most of the vitrines
are physical structures that are around three to four feet tall, depending on the depth of
the case, held by four legs (as a table) and positioned flush against a gallery wall.
However, significantly, some vitrines are multipurpose structures and instead of
appearing as a glass case elevated on four legs, appear as glass cases set atop a bookcase
or other unit of storage. These bookcases are, as this chapter will expand on further,
meaningfully filled and assembled. For example, the spines of the books face out into the
gallery and are visible to those who stoop to peer through the glass door into the shelves.
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Considered on the whole, the museum’s vitrines fulfill three important purposes:
they safeguard the physical integrity of the objects, they commemorate and celebrate
Gardner’s relationships via material ephemera, and they establish a deeply personal
system of organization and display. What is unique about the vitrines is that their
arrangement is specifically and meticulously curated by Gardner’s own hand and are
preserved as they had originally been laid to the best of the museum’s capabilities. 121
The contents of the vitrines are not arbitrary. In fact, they often reflect thematically on
the artwork on the walls, either containing letters of nearby artists (whose work appear on
the walls) or complementing some of the more abstract themes of the paintings. Still,
some vitrines are more complicated, containing ephemera not related to artists or artwork
per se, but to important relationships that Gardner cultivated during her lifetime. Some
vitrines are sparse, only containing a few objects, while others are full, documents and
objects layered strategically one on top of the other so that—perhaps for sake of saving
space or for the sake of staging an aesthetically pleasing arrangement—a fraction of an
image or object is visible, just enough to be recognizable to the viewer. Some objects are
superimposed on top of one another so as to punctuate on important themes or convey a
relationship between items or between people. For example, a lock of Nathaniel
Hawthorne’s hair bequeathed to Gardner from Annie Adams Fields lies atop an
autographed first edition copy of The Scarlet Letter.122
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122 Lock of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s hair in Okakura Case, Annie Fields Files, Okakura
Case, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum Archives.
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This chapter focuses on a specific pair of vitrines located in what is widely known
as The Blue Room in the Gardner museum, although all of the vitrines in the museum
could be amply expanded into their own chapters. 123 These particular vitrines are
anecdotally named in archival records as the “Crawford Case.” To be clear, the
“Crawford Case” is actually a pair of cases upon one larger structure—a bookcase—and
are thematically combined into one. My critical intentions for highlighting these vitrines
is not to re-catalog the materials or enumerate all the objects. Indeed, that work has
already been spearheaded by the directors, curators and archivists in the Gardner
Museum as early as 1925 when director Morris Carter took over the helm of the museum
following Mrs. Gardner’s death and subsequent endowment of the museum as a cultural
touchstone for the public. My purpose in examining them is to build the argument that
Gardner is herself a reflection of the objects she collected and arranged in the museum,
by using key artifacts in them as evidence. Beyond calling her a collector or patron of the
arts, the vitrines are tangible evidence that she can be credited as a curator of her art and
her public image.
The “Crawford” Vitrine: Narrativizing and Remunerating Friendships
Arranged in the Crawford vitrine are artifacts from Francis Marion Crawford,
John Jay Chapman, and Henry James, amongst other figures. Crawford, whose material
presence pervades much of the contents of the case, is, by modern standards, a largely
forgotten Victorian novelist. He was a nephew to Julia Ward Howe (herself an
acquaintance of Gardner), and is widely recognized as one of Gardner’s closest friends.
At fourteen years her junior, they are often romantically linked in monographs that touch
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The Blue Room is named for the hue on the walls in that specific gallery.
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upon their relationship.124 The Crawford objects contained within the vitrine imply this
intimacy: a valentine, an authored history of his family, baby pictures, letters, and
several manuscripts. John Jay Chapman was an American writer and essayist.
Chapman’s second wife, Elizabeth Astor Winthrop Chanler, the daughter of John
Winthrop Chanler and Margaret Astor Ward, is perhaps more readily recognizable as one
of John Singer Sargent’s most notable portrait sitters.125 Gardner, of course, championed
Sargent, and the two were very close friends. It is fitting, perhaps, that the vitrine
contains evidence of Chapman’s stature in society—a photo of him on a yacht—in
addition to several letters. Gardner also displayed photos of James in the vitrine, along
with correspondences and articles that lauded his achievements in the arts following his
death.126
The Crawford vitrine is one example of a multi-functional museum fixture as it is
both glass case and book case. Among the many books on display in the Crawford
vitrine, this chapter argues that the most critically revealing ones were books gifted by an
artist and fellow patron of the arts: Celia Thaxter. Indeed, stored within the vitrine are
two bound collections of Celia Thaxter’s poetry, purchased by Gardner: Drift-Weed
(1879) and A Collection of Poems (1874). Each text contains delicate watercolor
illuminations of foliage crafted by the hand of Thaxter, superimposed on top of the
verses. Each poem has its own illustration, oftentimes thematically connected to the

Tharp, Mrs. Jack and Shand-Tucci, The Art of Scandal.
“Elizabeth Winthrop Chanler (Mrs. John Jay Chapman),” Smithsonian American Art
Museum, accessed February 24, 2020, https://americanart.si.edu/artwork/elizabethwinthrop-chanler-mrs-john-jay-chapman-21621.
126 Papers, Henry James Files, Crawford Case, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum,
Boston.
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contents of the verse. For example, Thaxter’s poem, “Goldenrod” features a large
illustration of goldenrod foliage (fig 6). And while some illuminations wrap around the
text like a border (fig 7), others punctuate the end of a poem with a flourish at the base of
the page (fig 8).

Fig. 6 Celia Thaxter. Poems. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1885, Watercolor
on paper. Isabella Stewart Gardner, Boston.
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Fig. 7 Celia Thaxter. Poems. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1885, Watercolor
on paper, Isabella Stewart Gardner, Boston.

Fig. 8 Celia Thaxter. Driftweed. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1884,
Watercolor on paper. Isabella Stewart Gardner, Boston.
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Norma Mandel, a contributor to one of the most recent exhibitions of Thaxter’s
work, suggests that Thaxter began to dabble in illuminated text as early as 1864.127 The
intimacy of the medium—they are by definition one-of-a-kind pieces—further
exemplifies the very personal nature of the act of art-making and exchange. Indeed, the
exchange is important, because this kind of decorative art-making would also become a
commercial endeavor. Ceramic and earthenware painting, specifically, surged to
considerable popularity following the 1876 Centennial exhibition in Philadelphia,
especially with women. And, as Cynthia Brandimarte elucidates, it facilitated a means by
which women could, in part, use a creative skillset to either embellish the domestic haven
or, quite literally, procure the income to help sustain it. 128 Indeed, Thaxter was one such
individual who both reveled in making the art while at the same time relying on the
income that her works earned. Combined, these small details help conceptualize the axis
on which Thaxter’s poetry books find a meaningful place in Gardner’s vitrine, situated
within a richer historical tableau of creative economy.
Gardner’s specific illuminated copies of Thaxter’s poetry have not yet made their
way into the realm of critical conversation by researchers, though the nineteenth-century
practice of illuminating texts as fine art craftwork is not an unexplored topic of
scholarship.129 This chapter is interested in examining Gardner’s personal copies of

Norma Mandel, “Celia’s Friends,” in One Woman’s Work: The Visual Art of Celia
Laighton Thaxter, ed. Sharon Paiva Stephan, (Portsmouth, NH: Peter E. Randall, 2001).
128 Cynthia A. Brandimarte, “Somebody’s Aunt and Nobody’s Mother: The American
China Painter and Her Work, 1870-1920,” Winterthur Portfolio, 1988.
129 Notably, Cynthia A. Brandimarte’s "Somebody's Aunt and Nobody's Mother: The
American China Painter and Her Work, 1870-1920," and Mary Ann Stankiewicz’s
"Middle Class Desire: Ornament, Industry, and Emulation in 19th-Century Art
Education” elaborate on this subject.
127
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Thaxter’s poetry books as material artifacts rather than literary works. While it is possible
to engage with the verses directly—close reading the poetry against the circumstances in
which it appears in the Thaxter/Gardner timeline—I wish to instead position these objects
as tangible evidence of a friendship that Gardner wanted to display strategically. Poems
(1874), and later Driftweed (1879) happen to be among Thaxter’s most popular texts,
aside from her Among the Isles of Shoals and An Island Garden, the latter of which
containing illustrations from her close friend and the American Impressionist painter,
Childe Hassam.130
Both texts in the Gardner collection have been rebound in leather. Based on the
records available in the archive, it is unclear who is responsible for that task or when it
was completed, nevertheless, the cover bears the Gardner crest, gilded, in the upper left
quadrant (fig 9). Such a gesture undeniably personalizes the object beyond what a
standard binding would indicate. Bespoke binding conveys ownership of the object and
closeness to its contents; the family crest literally serves as a stamp of approval.

Fig 9 Celia Thaxter. Driftweed. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1884 Isabella
Stewart Gardner Museum, Boston.

Gardner owned a copy of Thaxter’s An Island Garden, though it is not illuminated by
Thaxter. The text is stored in the bookcase beneath the vitrine in the Vatichino Room.
130
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The Thaxter artifacts are works of literature, they are works of art, but they are
also each themselves a commodity. According to the records of the Gardner archives, the
poetry books were both purchased by Mrs. Gardner, though the actual receipts of
purchase have not yet been located. It is not clear precisely how much Thaxter would
charge for the sale of her illuminated books, but according to Emma M. Anderson,
Thaxter treated them as proper objects of art, equivalent to her other watercolors and
decorative china paintings. Anderson remembers that the illuminated books “often sold
for fifty dollars before [Thaxter] could finish them.” 131 In fact, the two texts in Gardner’s
collection are not the only Thaxter-themed works that Gardner purchased. In 1891,
Gardner acquired John Appledore Brown’s “Garden of Poppies,” a small pastel drawing
of Thaxter’s famous garden from the influential Boston art gallery, Doll and Richards, for
$175.00.132 Assuming Gardner paid $50.00 for each book, factoring inflation, that
$100.00 purchase would amount to $2,632.36 in modern currency. And the $175.00
purchase of the pastel print would be, today, $4588.00 adjusted. 133 These items weren’t
the only art objects that Thaxter put on the market. In a letter from March 22, 1877,
Thaxter tells Annie Fields “I have painted 114 pieces of china this winter. A great deal of
immensely careful and elaborate work.” At the time, Rosamond Thaxter explained that

Emma M. Anderson, “Celia Thaxter and Her Gardens,” in The Heavenly Guest, ed.
Oscar Laighton (Andover MA: Smith and Coutts Co., 1935), 122.
132 Papers, Celia Thaxter Files, Crawford Case, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum,
Boston.
133 Inflation rate is calculated using the tools made available through the United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Although their online estimator goes only as far back as
1913, for the purposes of this chapter, the inflation rate is still measured to convey the
exponential increase in value over the past century.
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her grandmother’s painted ceramic jugs would sell for $10.00, and Japanese screens
would sell for $50.00.134
In short, Celia Thaxter’s poetry books are valuable in multifaceted ways: they are
both art-object and art-commodity—vehicles by which the exchange of goods is
tantamount to the exchange of friendships. As objects in Gardner’s vitrines, these texts
are decorative, but they are also a functional representation of Gardner’s carefully curated
self-image. And while it might seem obvious to highlight Gardner here as a superlative
curator of her own objects, it is absolutely imperative, because her finesse represents a
more nuanced mastery—mastery not because she collects objects that are meaningful, but
because she wields the power to shape their narrative by virtue of arranging them in
specific ways and specific spaces.
If we are to interpret these artifacts using the scope that Bill Brown advises—that
connections mediated between objects and people are reified in the text itself—then we
might measure our analysis of these poetry books as tangible evidence of a significant
friendship.135 That relationship is amplified further by the presence of John Appledore
Brown’s pastel drawing of Thaxter’s poppy garden. Currently, the print is on display in
the museum’s Yellow Room alongside numerous works by Thomas Wilmer Dewing and
James McNeill Whistler, and other significant late nineteenth-century artists associated
with the Aesthetic and Tonalist movements. This is the gallery that champions the
modern artists of Gardner’s time and trumpets some of her most important friendships.

Rosamond Thaxter, Sandpiper: The Life and Letters of Celia Thaxter, (Portsmouth,
NH: Peter E. Randall), 119 and 25.
135 Bill Brown, A Sense of Things: The Object Matter of American Literature (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2007), 3.
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This information suggests Gardner’s willingness and insistence to make Thaxter a doubly
visible presence in her collection.
Kirsten Swinth further elaborates on the intricate relationship between art and
capital at the turn of the century, particularly between women. Whether these
relationships were between artists and patrons or between artists or artists, or patrons
exclusively, the existence of a female art economy broadened women’s sphere of
influence in a predominantly male industry. In other words, networks were born and
expanded simply by virtue of commissions or shared gallery spaces. Swinth writes:
Although women artists did not find consistent patrons among either male or
female major collectors, a network of women’s patronage, often rooted in
women’s separate institutions, did exist…. These connections translated into
commissions, suggesting that salons held by wealthy women could connect
women artists to elite patronage.136
These interpersonal networks of relationships matter. Framing Thaxter in this same
context, we might recognize the economic capital gained from Gardner’s purchase of the
books, but also the interpersonal capital gained for Thaxter by merely being associated
with Gardner. The relationship between Gardner and Thaxter was mutually beneficial,
and for Gardner especially, patronizing and displaying Thaxter’s work in the Crawford
vitrine maintained her self-image as a well-connected collector and friend of popular
modern artists. As mentioned previously, the Crawford vitrine contains deeply personal,
meaningful relics and artifacts of close friends and contemporary writers of her time.

Kirsten Swinth, “Selling Art,” in Painting Professionals (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 2001), 70.
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The presence of Thaxter in this vitrine implies similar interpersonal closeness if only by
their mutual passion for championing the arts. Thaxter’s poetry books must be regarded
as meaningful artifacts because they’re preserved within museum’s collections, but
specifically because of their key placement at the hand of Gardner. Indeed, Gardner’s
relationship with Thaxter is preserved in her collection as a proof positive representation
that these two women were in good company with one another and with the other artists,
authors and figures in the same case.
Highlighting the importance of interpersonal connections is an unwieldy task that
requires this analysis to briefly pan out and elaborate on the scope of these relationships.
To be clear, this scope is still a snippet of the larger constellation of connections of which
Gardner was a member. Nevertheless, these relationships will punctuate just how tightly
connected Gardner was to the people whom she featured in her museum (on the walls or
in the vitrines) and will help demonstrate that showcasing these relationships in the
galleries was a strategic decision. That Gardner owned Thaxter’s Poems, specifically, is
significant. Gardner’s copy of the text was the thirteenth edition, printed in 1885. The
first verse in that collection, “Landlocked,” was Thaxter’s first published poem, which
appeared in an 1861 issue of The Atlantic during the tenure of editor James T. Fields. 137
Annie Adams Fields, the wife of James T. Fields and later the partner of writer Sarah
Orne Jewett, through her salon first with Fields and then with Jewett, exercised a broad
influence that extended to Gardner. Judith Fryer and Marjorie Pryse (amongst many
others) have written voluminously about the broader influence of the Jewett/Fields

Cheryl Walker, ed., “Celia Thaxter” in American Women Poets of the Nineteenth
Century: An Anthology (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1995),
292.
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circle.138 In short, Jewett, Fields, Thaxter, and a number of Gardner’s other
acquaintances (including artist Sarah Wyman Whitman) were friends and notably
supportive of each other’s work. All of these women have artifacts in different vitrines
within Gardner’s museum. Whitman was responsible for decorating many bindings for
Sarah Orne Jewett and her letters to Gardner imply a close personal and professional
friendship. Indeed, Gardner purchased one of Whitman’s paintings and kept a bound
copy of Whitman’s published Letters in her personal library.139 Annie Fields praised
Whitman’s artistry and memorialized her in one of the two published contemporaneous
narrative accounts of her life and cultural influence. 140 Thaxter, notably, appears in a full
chapter in the other—praised for her knowledge of flora, fauna and poetry.141 Sarah Orne
Jewett features in what the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum Archives refers to as the
“Okakura Case,” located in the Blue Room—indeed the very same room as the vitrine
which stores Thaxter’s poetry books. Notably, Jewett’s documents are markedly
numerous. Her letters and manuscripts are positioned among letters and manuscripts of
other great American writers like Ralph Waldo Emerson and Washington Irving. And,
placed on top of an 1887 autographed photograph of Walt Whitman is a large portrait of

Fryer’s "What Goes on in the Ladies Room? Sarah Orne Jewett, Annie Fields, and
Their Community of Women," The Massachusetts Review 30, no. 4 (1989) uses the
shared domestic space of Fields’s 148 Charles Street residence to illuminate the
supportive personal and professional environment that Fields and Jewett Fostered among
themselves and their friends. Pryse’s "Archives of Female Friendship and the "Way"
Jewett Wrote," The New England Quarterly 66, no. 1 (1993) explores Jewett’s
friendships through correspondences and diary entries, claiming that these relationships
were centerpieces of inspiration for her writing.
139 Sarah Wyman Whitman Files, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, Boston.
140 Annie Adams Fields, Memories of a Hostess: A Chronicle of Eminent Friendships,
Drawn Chiefly from the Diaries of Mrs. James T. Fields, ed. M.A. De Wolfe Howe
(Boston: Atlantic Monthly, 1922), 288.
141 Annie Adams Fields, Authors and Friends (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1896), 243.
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Jewett’s profile.142 Pulling on a single thread of the tapestry that is Gardner’s collection
will unravel a long and vibrant embroidery of her life.
At this point, a specific assertion needs to be reiterated from earlier in this
chapter: it is nearly impossible to infer Gardner’s curatorial intent. While the previous
analysis attempts to tie together evidence (such as the appearance of Thaxter’s books in
tandem with representative drawings of her garden), this chapter cannot arrive at a
conclusion as to whether or not Gardner truly collected, curated or felt about the objects
in the way that the argument has unfurled thus far. But this chapter also stated that
confirming intent was not an overarching critical goal. Still, it is not too far a reach to
suggest that the very presence of specific objects arranged in specific ways and stored in
specific rooms by Gardner was laden with deeply personal meaning to Gardner and as
such is open to critical analysis. Gardner was interested in literary culture, as evidenced
by the materials she collected and the friendships that she maintained in her life.
Idiosyncratic personal collections in the nineteenth century can, at times, uncover more
critical avenues for interpretation about the owner-curator than the artifacts themselves.
While objects like the Thaxter book are meaningful placeholders in Gardner’s collection,
her curatorial inclinations—the skillful and deliberate arrangement of these things—is the
real jewel to be unearthed.
Aestheticism, Scrapbooking and Authorship: Mrs. Gardner’s Literary Techniques
of Curating
One way to conceptualize the technique by which Gardner curates her objects is
through the lens of Aestheticism. The Aesthetic movement peaked between the mid
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1870’s and 1880’s and refers to a category of craftsmanship and style of art objects.
What is distinctive about this movement is its resistance to be yoked to the tenets of
historical movements in the past. As Roger Stein writes:
By liberating the artist, the decorator, the collector, and the perceiver more
generally from a responsibility to the historical past and geographically distant
cultures, by making artifacts available as individually beautiful objects for home
consumption, the Aesthetic movement made possible a kind of creative play with
form and color and texture that helped to revolutionize our ways of seeing and
knowing. It focused attention on harmony and symmetry (or Japonesque
asymmetry) and on arresting juxtapositions of works from different worlds,
creating cumulative effects for the sake of sensuous and formal enjoyment and
stressing the visual composition as a whole. 143
In other words, style is built not along a historical continuum, but from organic
engagement with the work—in the galleries or at home. Stein’s explanation of
Aestheticism complements what is known about Gardner and her museum, not the least
of which because she was herself friends with some of the most influential artists of the
movement, like Whistler. For Gardner, the gallery and the home were literally one and
the same.
If “creative play” can be likened to some of the deeply personalized and sensoryseeking curatorial tactics of her gallery walls and especially her vitrines, such a
movement might help explain the eclectic way her artifacts are displayed. The

Roger B. Stein, “Artifact as Ideology: The Aesthetic Movement in its American
Cultural Context,” in In Pursuit of Beauty, ed. Doreen Bolger Burke, et al. (New York:
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1986), 39.
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arrangement of artifacts may seem arbitrary and abstract, but because each of the objects
has its own purpose—its own beauty—it still “harmonizes” (repeating Stein’s term) with
the objects surrounding it. Still, there are limitations to calling Gardner an Aesthete or
even claiming that she aspired to be one. Stein suggests that a key aspect of Aestheticism
depends on the idea of “art for art’s sake,” in which the symbolic meaning of an object is
championed in exchange for its narrative function.144 This chapter has argued the
inverse: Gardner uses objects in meaningful ways to, in fact, craft meaningful narratives.
For this reason, I’d like to suggest instead that Gardner’s role in collection-building and
collection-curation be considered within a textual lens.
Another way to make sense of Gardner’s tendency to use objects as the building
blocks of narrative storytelling is by aligning her technique alongside that of nineteenth
century scrapbooking. While not a strictly nineteenth-century practice, scrapbooks saw a
large cultural and technological shift during this time. In the mid nineteenth-century, the
invention of photography and color lithography all boosted commercial markets and
expanded opportunities to engage with scrapbooks in different ways. 145 But in spite of
these transformations, the function of scrapbooking remained largely consistent in that
they were an informal representation of identity, faith, history or personal creed.
Scrapbooks are not “written,” rather, they are assembled or constructed. With this in
mind, a key distinction of scrapbooking as a personal narrative-builder is that it revels in
its piecemeal qualities, that is, in lieu of language, the pictures must tell the story.

Stein, “Artifact as Ideology,” 39.
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Life (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2006), 1-24.
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In the simplest comparison, Gardner’s curatorial techniques should be considered
an extension of scrapbooking because of the absence of language in the presence of
artifacts. Indeed, objects stand in for the story that Gardner is trying to communicate;
there is no explanatory text, no explicit authorial note that would otherwise prove beyond
the shadow of a doubt her rationale for arranging her vitrines in the way she does. Like
scrapbooks, the vitrines are thematic, anecdotal, and nonlinear, much of the story is left to
the spectator to flesh out on their own by inferring connections in the juxtapositions
between objects. Still, even in the absence of didactics, Gardner remains the author of
her own story. Whether or not her books are visible to the gallery or vitrines are
thematically arranged left-to-right or center-outward, her technique is rhetorically
dependent on text, context, and close reading.
If Gardner is as much an author as she is a curator, then perhaps combining the
two disciplines in a distinctive way could help illuminate Gardner’s own distinctive
technique. A term like “literary curating” might be appropriate, in this situation. Not a
capricious compound phrase, literary curating could represent an interdisciplinary
approach that stages the intersections between the literary and the material. And in
Gardner’s case, literary curating is the simultaneous narrative arrangement and
visualization of material culture. Narrative, indeed, because Gardner is absolutely telling
a story. Literary curating is an act of storytelling, an act of artistry, and an act of power.
The Crawford vitrine, though seemingly disparate in scope, contains objects and
ephemera of the intellectual and creative men who were among Gardner’s closest friends,
and Thaxter’s book is stored along with them. Further still, it is Sarah Orne Jewett—not
Walt Whitman—who is positioned front-and-center in the Okakura vitrine.
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Thaxter is, even in twenty first century terms, a largely neglected figure in
nineteenth century scholarship, so by placing Thaxter’s work in the same vitrine as
James, for example, it can be inferred that Gardner rewrites the standards of critical taste
that wouldn’t have paired the two together. The act of preserving the artifacts—even
Thaxter’s poetry books—frames their memory in a much richer timeline, inviting us to
consider Thaxter as more than just another woman ceramic painter, another poet, another
member of the Jewett/Fields circle. Indeed, these shadowboxes—cases—widen the
circle, exponentially, and allow scholars to reflect not solely upon the things and their
connection to Gardner, but how they connect to each other, and how Gardner herself
curates this story. Indeed, by curating her vitrines, Gardner is also curating her own
canon. Even more specifically, she is curating her own place within that canon, by virtue
of her relationships with the people whose objects are represented within those vitrines.
Symbolically, she “writes” her place among the great luminaries, artists, and writers of
her era.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SARTORIALISM AND THE BODY IN WILLA CATHER’S THE SONG OF THE
LARK
While she was on the stage she was conscious that every
movement was the right movement, that her body was
absolutely the instrument of her idea…All that deep-rooted
vitality flowered in her voice, her face,
in her very finger-tips.146

In the fall of 2010, the Nebraska State Historical Society formally exhibited
“Willa Cather: A Matter of Appearances,” which displayed a menagerie of garments and
textiles owned by Cather, her friends, and family. While this collection succeeded in
narrating Cather’s life story with the help of a few treasured artifacts—frocks,
photographs, material ephemera—it did little to examine the extent to which her own
sartorialism deeply influenced her work. It is not a stretch to suggest that material
culture—like French couture—is just as responsible for Cather’s creative aesthetics as
French painting. Appropriately, some scholars have sought to meaningfully excavate
evidence of Cather’s own fastidious fashioning of her writing and self-image. In some
specific cases, their research strives to uncover the particularities of her magazine work
and the editorial control she exerted over her work and the publicization of her
professional image.147

Willa Cather, The Song of the Lark (New York: Penguin Books, 1999), 395.
For example, Melissa J. Homestead’s “Edith Lewis as Editor, Every Week Magazine,
and the Contexts of Cather’s Fiction” centralizes the focus of Cather’s “creative process”
on Edith Lewis, her longtime partner. In one instance, Homestead suggests Lewis’s
influence in establishing the creative partnership between Cather and artist W.T. Benda,
who would eventually contribute illustrations to Cather’s My Antonia in 1917.
Homestead’s work is an essential reframing of the canonical assumption that Cather’s
artistry was singular.
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These efforts contextualize her career as a fiction writer alongside her
professional resume as an editor and contributing writer for McClure’s. This chapter
acknowledges the invaluable blueprint such scholarship establishes in framing Cather’s
fiction writing around the oeuvre of her professional magazine work, but it will instead
strive differently to bridge the gap between authorship and the craftwork of fashioning
creative character. I believe this can be done quite literally by investigating the way
Cather functionally uses clothing to advance thematic kernels in her fiction. Fashion,
costume, and the history of dress is an underexplored theoretical field in Cather studies,
and this chapter strives to expand that analysis even further. My approach attempts to
theorize the concept of literary sartorialism, or, writing that aestheticizes the function of
dress and fashion in a story.
On many occasions, in her letters, Cather addressed the complex relationship
between aesthetics and venue or the sophisticated pairing of a costume with the
appropriate space. This skill is demonstrated in The Song of the Lark, where she takes
time to stage the intersections between spectacle and consumption. To her protagonist,
Thea Kronberg, fashion as spectacle is a learned phenomenon, one that she is introduced
to in Miss Spencer’s Moonstone atelier. In these moments, Cather writes of local
cosmopolitanism: textiles from Denver, designs from fashion plates, and the knowledge
that one’s dress should translate to a specific social station. Using Thea as a walking
dress-form, Cather positions her struggles as a budding opera singer against the trials she
faces as a young ingénue moving from Colorado to Chicago and then to New York. It is
important that Cather’s sartorialism goes beyond the stage, and into urban spaces,
because the genesis of elite artistry and the performance of class crystallizes certain
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hierarchies of taste. In other words, as Thea upgrades her linen and wool serge for silks
and fur, she is indoctrinated into a system of social mobility hinged heavily on the
consumption of material culture. Thea is indeed an artist destined for greatness, but she
could not succeed had it not been for the incremental accumulation of material goods that
helped her to dress the part.
The Song of the Lark is not the only text in which fashion and material culture
make prominent appearances in Cather’s work. The short story, “A Golden Slipper,”
from Youth and the Bright Medusa, describes a flash of gilded textile peeking from
beneath a velvet gown or swinging on an impertinent foot. My Mortal Enemy describes a
hypnotic amethyst pendant. In both of these cases, these articles adorn and decorate the
wearer and capture a deliberate tendency to punctuate thematic elements along the
narrative. But, it is not enough to track singular instances of fashion across Cather’s
oeuvre. While such an approach can enumerate the sheer quantity of times a character’s
state of dress is detailed, that kind of qualitative analysis would only scratch the surface
of Cather’s use of fashion in her fiction. Therefore, this chapter will extend the argument
further. Beyond exploring a character’s state of dress, I hypothesize that Cather’s novels
are especially charged with meaning when she finds balance between the space of dress
and undress. In this case, a character’s body and physical form are as much of central
importance to the story as the clothing that they wear; Thea Kronberg is as much a
mannequin as she is an opera diva in a gown.
This dissertation explores the ways women artists mediate between liminal spaces
in their art. For this chapter, this thesis runs true for both Thea Kronberg and for Cather.
Using The Song of the Lark as literary case study, this chapter will track Thea’s
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navigation from ingenue to diva as a device tied to material culture, but also to the
mastery of her body—the primary means by which she creates her art. As a writer,
Cather can manufacture these spaces for Thea because of her own experience as a
professional artist whose image was carefully cultivated for public consumption, as well
as her aptitude as an art enthusiast. Her knowledge of fine art and material culture from
the nineteenth century allows her to develop a nuanced trajectory of Thea’s maturation
from youth into maturity.

Essential Definitions: “Fashion,” “Dress,” and the Ties to Literary Sartorialism
The cross-sections between literary studies and material culture is necessarily
complicated and demands fieldwork in both disciplines. To get to that point, I’ll first lay
the groundwork for defining and contextualizing sartorialism at the turn of the century.
Next, I’ll connect this concept to literary studies by looking at early twentieth century
print culture, like etiquette books and fashion plates. These literary artifacts demand
readers to consider not simply what contemporaneous costume looks like, but how the
women themselves are represented. Clothing in Cather’s fiction is more than the sum of
its parts; it’s not just skirts and blouses—it’s culture, economics, and artistry. The
distinction between “fashion,” “dress,” and “costume,” is paramount, because fashion and
dress are terms oftentimes used interchangeably and they waver greatly in their
definitions and characterizations. This dissertation adopts and follows the definitions
established by Payne, Winakor and Farrell-Beck’s The History of Costume. “Dress” and
“costume” are terms used to define the adornment of the human body, but “fashion” is a
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way of behaving that is temporarily adopted by a social group because that chosen
behavior is seen to be socially appropriate. 148
“Fashion,” then, is influenced by sex, income, class, tradition and politics.
Fashion also carries value judgments sanctioned by the consumer class. At the turn of the
century, fashion was a tool for capitalism that spoke to mass markets whose shifting
demands were responsible for spurring production. Fashion is not static—it is a mobile,
changing reflection of the way we are and the times in which we live. Such a point is
important to remember, according to Fred Davis, whose work outlines that fashion is
closely tied to “context-dependency,” that is, the interpretation of dress and its
relationship to the wearer and the wearer’s community will necessarily change over a
period of time.149 Jane Gaines takes the definition of “fashion” further in feminist theory
and suggests that it is an “enslavement” to the conditions that compel its wearer to adorn
her body in a certain way. As such, the “costume” that she wears is not often one made
freely and is a direct result of scrutiny by an outside source. Further, the means by which
a person dresses her body is usually motivated by efforts to hide, misrepresent, deceive or
flaunt it.150 This sampling of critical scholarship on fashion insists that clothing be
interpreted beyond its material physicality. By expanding the interpretation of dress
beyond the realm of object analysis, disciplines like literary studies can broaden their
critical reach and deepen their connections to material culture more expansively.
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Likewise, the discipline of literary studies can inform fashion studies. Each
discipline requires attentiveness and careful “reading” of objects—written or material—
in context. The well from which this chapter draws anticipates the sympathetic
interdisciplinary work required in combining fashion studies with literary analysis—this
is where the foundation of sartorialism comes from. Simply, sartorialism is an interest in
fashion via dress. Sartorialism was not an unknown concept or even an unknown term in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Town and Country Magazine frequently
published dispatches from metropolitan epicenters outlining what fashionable women
were wearing each season in the series “Fashion and Social Notes from Paris.” In
“Godey’s Fashions: The Individual Significance of Clothes,” sartorialism is an “art:”
Viewed from a philosophic standpoint, dress is one of the most beneficent results
of civilization; from an artistic one it is one of the grandest and most enduring….
More strikingly does this significance assert itself in feminine attire. Nothing is
so true an index to a woman’s character as her clothes. They are part and parcel
of her nature, as inseparable from her personality as her eyes or her hair. She
stamps everything she wears with the impress of her own individuality—from the
wonderful creation that she styles a bonnet to the minute square of lace or cambrie
that serves her for a pocket-handkerchief.151
The above selection from Godey’s Magazine is excerpted at length to illustrate the
cultural ties that sartorialism has to both “fashion” and “dress,” even at the turn of the
century. Outlined in this example, sartorialism is a way of staging the self through a
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particular lens. That is, a person’s identity is read through the material representation of
the self. My own concept of literary sartorialism is rooted in this. Specifically, literary
sartorialism tracks that material representation of character through a textual medium. In
practice, it means noting the ways in which narrative attention is given to fashion and
dress—social, cultural, political and economic signifiers—and in turn translating those
artifacts into anchors of characterization.
Foundations: Cather’s Early Journalism and Theater’s Influence on Fashion
The Song of the Lark is the best representative text to unpack sartorial themes
because it theatricalizes dress and fashion by quite literally accumulating material
descriptions of the young opera singer, Thea Kronberg and her surroundings. One thing
that remains consistent across the novel is the centrality of the theater—the stage and its
ties to popular beauty. Such a fact is underscored early in the story during Thea’s
Christmas Eve recital, in which the residents of Moonstone are largely underwhelmed by
Thea’s performance in favor of the more conventional allure of rival singer Lily Fisher, a
girl who “looked exactly like the beautiful children on soap calendars. Her pink-and
white face, her set smile of innocence, were surely born of a color-press.”152 An early
allusion to the intersections between commercial appeal and commercial beauty is
important in The Song of the Lark, because it links paradigms of popular taste with
popular modes of cultural consumption like magazines and celebrity influence.
Cather published The Song of the Lark in 1915, though the story itself begins in
the 1890’s. These years bookend a critical timeframe for turn of the century fashion
culture and run parallel to Cather’s personal and professional affiliations with popular
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magazines. Cather’s earliest journalism from her time as a student at University of
Nebraska in Lincoln, centered around art and theater reviews. From 1893 through her
graduation year of 1895 and up until 1897, she would write for the Nebraska State
Journal on topics ranging from local productions of The Count of Monte Cristo to
interpretive readings of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 153 She would continue to contribute
occasional articles of theater criticism after she left Nebraska for Pittsburgh in 1896 and
while she freelanced her work with several other newspapers and magazines. She
eventually became managing editor at McClure’s Magazine in 1908, just a year after she
was first hired on staff. 154
It was in McClure’s that she published her article, “Three American Singers:
Louise Homer, Geraldine Farrar, Olive Fremstad.” As many scholars have noted, Olive
Fremstad (whom has largely remained central to Cather scholarship) is widely accepted
as a principle inspiration for Thea Kronberg in The Song of The Lark. Fremstad’s
acquaintanceship with Cather survives in letters between 1913 and 1922. 155 Cather’s
article is a robust taxonomy of high art and lifestyle criticism. She uses each woman’s
personal story to elaborate on what it means to be known as a popular artist, and how to
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outfit that role in technical talent. Notably, McClure’s printed a total of eleven stage and
portrait photographs of the three opera singers in costume and in contemporary off-stage
attire. Some photographs were credited to the Aimé Dupont photography studio, where
Cather herself sat for in her own 1912 portrait. In each image the women are either
dynamically embodied within their dramatic roles (Fremstad as Isolde, for example) or
they are festooned with tasseled skirts, feathered hats and sumptuous fur coats. 156
High fashion images that showcased women’s clothing were certainly not a rarity
in late nineteenth century popular magazines. Outside of McClure’s, one magazine that
specifically catered to women’s interest in fine arts and fashion was The Delineator, a
publication that was founded by the Butterick Publishing Company. 157 Publications like
McClure’s and The Delineator mined the market for readership that was as much tied to
popular taste and culture as it was advertising. Cather no doubt wanted to place herself at
the nexus of fashion and fiction with The Song of the Lark. Further, the creative crosssection between fashion and theater, specifically, is an important link to understanding
just how closely tied Cather’s writing is to contemporaneous sartorialism.
Between 1890 and 1920, high fashion and fine art found functional roles within
theater houses and concert halls at the turn of the century. As a result, these spaces
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would become focal points of entertainment and commercialization. Theater managers
carefully curated performances and costumes to enchant the popular tastes of the
audiences that would attend shows. Conspicuously, performers were as much
entertainers as they were taste-makers, glamorizing trends from a gilded pulpit; the
dynamic between the market and entertainment industry was a potent social current in the
late nineteenth-century.158 The social spheres that actresses in particular occupied
swelled beyond their historically “notorious” identities and were fast becoming socially
acceptable. In fact, their physical presence anchored the economic interests of managers,
who recognized that other women were flooding into the theaters to watch them perform.
But it wasn’t simply a penchant for storytelling that provoked women to buy tickets to
see actresses perform, rather, it was often the wardrobe on stage that drew palpable
interest. Michele Majer has noted that managers would go out of their way in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to advertise their shows as high-fashion
spectacles, with clothes as equally worthy of an audience as the play or concert. Such a
marketing maneuver not only changed the way that actresses were viewed in public—as
fashionistas and auteurs—but reframed the way audiences (women, especially) would
view the function of the theater itself. As Majer suggests, fashion-focused productions
would become a theatrical genre. 159
In support of these endeavors, the saturation of popular print culture and
influential celebrity endorsements both helped to enliven the market and expedite the
production of fashions at the turn of the century. With this assertion in mind, Cather’s
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article, “Three American Singers: Louise Homer, Geraldine Farrar, Olive Fremstad,” is
especially prescient. Popular journalism like the kind that appeared in McClure’s
Magazine—adjacent to copious advertisements, photography, and other visual supports—
helped to widely disseminate the physical images of actresses in costume or wearing the
latest fashions. Fittingly, the epilogue in The Song of the Lark explains that Thea’s
stardom pictorially lives on through a miscellany of magazine clippings that Tillie, her
aunt, has carefully curated in a scrapbook in Moonstone.160 Though it may seem a small
point, it supports the possibility that Cather envisioned her protagonist as a part of this
culture, too. That is, Cather’s work appears to acknowledge—in part because of her own
experience as a journalist writing about theater and opera—that artists are as influential a
visual presence offstage as they are when they are performing. It is not a stretch to
suggest that Cather’s sartorialism is, in itself, its own visual culture, in as much as it is
material culture—a way of fashioning one’s self. Dress is visual, and, for Cather, it can
be theatrical.
Willa Cather and the Fashioning of Public Image
As a public figure and a writer, Cather was a part of this cultural economy herself
in the ways in which she strategically staged her public image. Indeed, Cather was
keenly interested and involved in representations of her own likeness. Numerous formal
photographic portraits of Cather represent a carefully polished personal and professional
image. Painted portraits such as Léon Bakst’s 1923 canvas demonstrate Cather’s active
participation in curating her own image. Cather chose Bakst to paint her portrait after the
Omaha Public Library procured a commission to have her portrait painted and hung in
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their library in recognition of her Pulitzer Prize-winning text, One of Ours (1922).161
Bakst’s work is often associated with the Ballets Russes, a ballet company that favored
avant-garde staging in the early 20th century. The costumes, choreography, music and
art design were decadent, riotously colorful, and defied the traditional, conservative
standards of the time.162
This sensibility translates into Bakst’s portraits via his expressive brushwork and
the confident repose of the sitter, which lent a casual air of gravitas to the subject.
Cather’s portrait echoes these qualities; in the painting, she is styled in a way that is
perhaps more restrained than was Bakst’s initial intention. In a letter to her sister Elsie,
Cather expressed relief that he did not insist that she adorn herself in the ornate costumes
found in his stage work. She writes: “He is doing only my head and shoulders, and thank
Heaven he did not want me to ‘dress up.’ He selected a green georgette waist I happened
to have, with a little gold in it, loose and plain, like a Russian smock or a middyblouse.”163 And, according to her partner Edith Lewis, Cather sat for “as many as twenty
sittings” till the portrait was complete. The reception of the resulting Bakst portrait reads
like a cautionary tale for celebrities, however. When the final work was completed,
Lewis claimed that Cather disliked it, and speculated that while the people of Omaha
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were considerate of its appearance in their library, that they, too, “must have been deeply
disappointed.”164
Portraits like the ones painted by Bakst and a later canvas by Nikolai Fechin (who
was himself renowned for painting celebrities), as well as photographs by Edward
Steichen were key commissions that kept Cather aligned with artistic and sartorial trends
while enhancing her public visibility. Michael Schueth’s scholarship unlocks the
importance of Cather’s dress in these portraits, particularly as it appears in the Steichen
photography, which he claims champions the characteristic image of a writer-at work,
“forthright” and forward facing, sleeves rolled and generally at ease, softening the
distance that would otherwise make photographs aloof and impersonal. 165 But while
Schueth’s work focuses on the fabricated images of Cather as evidence of her emerging
prowess as a professional artist, he does not engage with the intersections between
Cather’s story and Thea’s. This chapter contends that the connections are not only
apparent, but essential. To be clear, I am not suggesting that Cather envisions Thea’s
story as equivalent to her own, nor does it suggest that she envisions Thea’s career
trajectory as comparable to what she herself was experiencing. Instead, this chapter is
proposing that the conditions of Cather’s own relationship to the arts and especially
fashion culture establish her as uniquely qualified to write about the complexities
between performance, art, and material culture.
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Literary Connections: Etiquette Books and the Cultivation of Taste
Engaging with the literary conditions of the decades prior to The Song of the Lark
positions Thea’s encounters with fashion alongside a larger historical and cultural
continuum. Indeed, at the turn of the century, women took great pains to dress
themselves in certain ways for a trip to the theater. Etiquette books are some of the most
prominent influencers of sartorial rhetoric and can establish the broad contours of theatergoing in the 1880’s.166 Especially at the turn of the century, with the widening of the
printing world, publishers could now mass produce texts like etiquette books in record
numbers. Contingent on the woman, class and socioeconomic status would influence
purchasing power. These texts were resource books and could tremendously elaborate,
parlor-ready editions, with gilded covers, but they could also be small enough to be
portable, pocket-sized. What kind of topics did these books cover? The table of contents
spanned everything from behavior inside and outside of the home, general “do’s and
don’ts’s,” and baseline elements of dress, especially in its relation to the fluctuating
public environs at the turn of the century. Particular care was given to the kind of
materials/fabrics that were acceptable for each occasion and their corresponding
trimmings, decorations, accessories. Suggestions for what to wear to theaters, concerts
and other social gatherings provided crucial information about “appropriate” dress in
public spaces.
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Many etiquette books reserved singular chapters for Opera. Louis and Ruth’s
etiquette book, for example, elaborated on the technicalities of appropriate dress in
meticulous detail:
The opera calls out the richest of all dresses. A lady goes to the opera not only to
see but to be seen, and her dress must be adopted with a full realization of the
thousand gaslights which will bring out its merits or defects. The material of the
dress should be heavy enough to bear the crush of the place, rich in color and
splendid in its arrangement. The headdress should be of flowers, ribbons, lace or
feathers—whatever may be the prevailing style—the head should be uncovered.
If, however, it is found necessary to have the head protected, a bonnet or hat of
the lightest character should be worn. Jewelry of the heaviest and richest
description is worn on this occasion, and there is no place where the glitter of
gems will be seen to better advantage. White kid gloves or those of light delicate
tints should be worn. The most important adjunct to an opera costume is the
cloak or wrap. This may be of white or of some brilliant color. Scarlet and gold,
white and gold, green and gold or Roman stripe are all very effective when worn
with appropriate dresses. Either black or white lace may be adopted with
advantage in an opera dress. Pink, purple, orange and most light tints require
black lace, while the neutral shades may be worn with either black or white.
Yellow and blue should be avoided in an opera dress, as neither bears the light
well. Green requires gold as a contrasting color; crimson, black. The fan, the
bouquet and handkerchief must all have due consideration and be in keeping with
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the other portions of the dress. Thus a lady in pink should avoid a bouquet in
which scarlet flowers pre-dominate.167
This extensive narrative reads not only as informative, but instructional of the appropriate
parameters of women’s dress. The excerpt’s pervasive use of the auxiliary verb “should”
deepens the imperative tone that obligates the reader to follow. While there may be other
options at a woman’s disposal while she prepares to dress for the opera, there are,
according to the text, a preferred assortment of textiles and accessories from which she
should choose. What the rhetoric demonstrates is that the goal of the theater-goer is to, in
a sense, stylistically harmonize with and within the theater itself. Specific colors
complement the lighting more so than others. The fabrication of the dress should be
substantial enough to lend it the grandeur befitting of the space. All of these points argue
that as much as the performers are dressed to suit the stage, so, too are the attendants
dressed to suit the gallery. Dressing for the theater is itself a kind of performative social
gesture. And these “rules” for etiquette were longstanding. Indeed, this particular Louis
and Ruth etiquette book was republished several times before the turn of the century,
further affirming that these standards of dress remained within a specific standard of
expectation.
A Tale of Two Fashion Markets: Department Stores and Couture
Beyond the theater, the other venues that influenced women to act as consumers
were diverse. If the theater was at the epicenter of a vital cross-section between the
cultural and economic footprint of its audiences, then the department store was a space
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that complicated that relationship. Like the theater, then, department stores were spaces
to both see and be seen. In the nineteenth century, department stores were a
tremendously important space for democratizing the shopping experience, especially in
urban environments. In these spaces, even if a shopper couldn’t afford a garment on the
display rack, that same shopper could still share the space with others who could. As a
result, they were integrative spaces where a spectrum of classes could superficially
intermingle and generate socioeconomic influence along the social ladder. 168 In contrast,
fashion historian Rob Schorman has argued that predominant turn of the century gender
ideologies that emphasized the importance of clothing as an expression of female
individuality actually discouraged women from adopting ready-to-wear fashions. Rather
than purchase a blouse or skirt that hundreds of other women were already wearing, some
women continued to go to their dressmakers for custom-made clothing, even after 1910,
when most items of clothing were available ready-made.169
Contemporaneous fashion writing at the time supports this claim as an extension
of public-image formation for upper middle-class women who were reminded to consider
the economics of their decisions to spend elaborately and costume ostentatiously:
A woman’s taste in dress reveals her judgment, her refinement, her independence,
as nothing else does. This individuality is not shown by her disregard of the
fashion of the time, but by her adaptation of the fashion to her purse, her position,
and her own figure, complexion and carriage. To neglect these and adopt any
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style of dress because such and such things “are worn,” shows a woman without
originality of thought, as conspicuous attire reveals a vulgar nature. 170
Still, at the end of the nineteenth century, the department store remained an urban
landmark with an enormous influence on the way women, especially, would shape
consumer culture and fashion culture. Even if the aforementioned article urged its
readers to be selective in the garments they choose to wear, such advice is born from the
assumption that sheer access to these garments—in number and variety—was an
economic reality that seeped into the lives of consumers and changed the way they would
encounter and engage with material goods.
Such a relationship is similarly and meaningfully staged in The Song of the Lark.
The reader is told that a young girl in Moonstone, “ready-made clothes for girls were not
to be had in those days.”171 As a result, Thea and her family outsourced help from
seamstresses. It is significant that Cather chooses to portray Thea as a disengaged
neophyte upon first having access to a larger cultural economy when she arrives in
Chicago from Moonstone: “Chicago was simply a wilderness through which one had to
find one’s way…The brilliant window displays, the splendid furs and stuffs, the gorgeous
flower-shops, the gay candy-shops, she scarcely noticed.”172 This early apathy does not
portend a complete aloofness towards fashion, however. Cather cleverly writes that two
of Thea’s chief locations she wished to visit in the city were the “Montgomery Ward and
Company’s big mail-order store, and the packing-houses, to which all the hogs and cattle
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that went through Moonstone were bound.”173 Montgomery Ward and Company would
be especially familiar to Thea as a catalog mail-order store whose shipments of dry-goods
could reach places beyond metropolitan centers like Chicago. Her interest in
Montgomery Ward and Company and the packing-houses reinforce her ties to Moonstone
as an ingenue with little access to material luxuries, that is, to objects readily available
from modern manufacturing or mass production—not necessarily handcrafted fineries.
Still, Thea’s outward appearance conveys an awareness of the particularities of
dress, even if her early ensembles appear unrefined. The outfit Thea wears while visiting
Mr. Harsanyi’s house for dinner signals Thea would shop at department stores, but her
lack of exposure to more sophisticated wares unveils her identity as a newcomer to the
city and to a more polished sense of outward style:
Mrs. Harsanyi took [Thea] into her own room and helped her take off her country
“fascinator” and her clumsy plush cape. Thea had bought this cape at a big
department store and had paid $16.50 for it. As she had never paid more than ten
dollars for a coat before, that seemed to her a large price. It was very heavy and
not very warm, ornamented with a showy pattern in black disks, and trimmed
around the collar and the edges with some kind of black wool that “crocked”
badly in snow or rain. It was lined with a cotton stuff called “farmer’s satin.” …
Thea wore her Moonstone party dress, white organdie, made with a “V” neck and
elbow sleeves, and a blue sash. She looked very pretty in it, and around her throat
she had a string of pink coral and tiny white shells that Ray once brought her from
Los Angeles. Mrs. Harsanyi noticed she wore high heavy shoes which needed
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backing. The choir in Mr. Larsen’s church stood behind a railing, so Thea did not
pay much attention to her shoes.174
In this instance, Thea’s decisions to wear these garments reflect an autonomous decision,
though influenced by the conditions around her. Still, her overall discordant appearance
invokes an image of a young woman with little sense of taste. She continues to re-wear
the white “organdie” dress throughout her time in Moonstone and her time in Chicago as
one of the few adequate evening garments she believes she owns. Her shoes are
indelicate and an afterthought. The excerpt takes care to note that Thea balks at the
thought of spending so much money at a department store for a singular garment like the
cape—but she bought it anyways, possibly because the style or design was attractive to
her.
Importantly, the excerpt filters judgement on Thea’s sense of taste through the
narrative frame of Mrs. Harsanyi, who leads the reader to believe that the cloak is poorly
made with thin, unsubstantial material that would warp with wear (indeed, “farmer’s
satin” is likely named for its imitative weave of luxury textiles but without the luxury
textile itself). Further, the cape’s design is “showy,” and likely quite gaudy in its
decorative fripperies. In sum, Thea’s appearance is nearly a caricature that takes on the
visual tenor of middle-class department store fashion. While the nineteenth century made
it easier for customers to purchase items at a fixed price, this would often mean that the
quality of the garments themselves would be reliant on adequate factory production of
those mass-produced items.175 Yet at the same time, this cape—as garish as Cather’s text
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makes it out to be—suggests that it is an extension of Thea’s agency in choosing how she
adorns her body. She is attracted to certain ornate details because they intimate, perhaps,
a quality of character that she is trying to assume—a role she is trying to play. This
chapter will continue to revisit Thea’s relationship with costume as it relates to both
identity-building and the foundations of her artistry. At this early point in the story,
however, Thea’s ties to material culture are as underdeveloped as her opera career. The
description of Thea’s cape is a small, but a meaningful moment in The Song of the Lark,
not the least of which because it establishes the degree to which Thea’s characterization
begins and ends with adornment of her body.
The scene also reflects the precision with which Cather writes about clothing
outside of her fiction. Cather did not have an empty attachment to dress. In his critical
biography of Cather, James Woodress, writes that when she would visit Red Cloud from
New York, she “never traveled light.” 176 Further, the wardrobe she would pack in her
trunk reflected the more established identity she had cultivated for herself as a
professional writer: “[The trunk] was full of the cotton skirts and middy blouses that she
liked to wear in the morning, the clothes she preferred to work in. It also contained
elegant city clothes for the afternoon and evening—heavy silk crepe skirts and chiffon
and crepe de chine blouses and dresses. Cather liked to dress up and wore the same
clothes in Red Cloud that she did in New York.”177
Cather often communicated to friends and family about clothing, fashion, and
personal style. In fact, her archived materials at the University of Nebraska contain
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account books and letters which are both of them revealing of her own spending and
dressing habits. In these letters she specified her own preferences for garments, shopping
excursions, or directive instructions for when she would ship gifts to Nebraska from
places like Lord and Taylor and Wanamakers. Lord and Taylor was apparently a favorite
department store for Cather, who addressed it as “perhaps the very best and most reliable
house in New York.”178 She penned details of garments she was tailoring, purchasing
new or aspired to make with sumptuous fabrics like velvet. 179 On one occasion, a note to
her brother was hastily written on the back of a sample card from Bergdorf Goodman.180
And perhaps most importantly, Cather had an emotional connection to dress, revealed
meaningfully in her 1892 letter to Louise Pound, in which she claimed to have felt
“overcome” at the sight of Louise in her new Worth gown.181
The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries--the time in which Song of the
Lark takes place and Cather was building her professional career--fell under the umbrella
of the Arts and Crafts movement. The ideological principles of the Arts and Crafts
movement proposed that handcrafted decorative items—textiles especially—were of the
utmost expression of art. As such, artists and patrons who sought out these objects were
urged to do so in spaces that did not operate under the umbrella of mass marketing
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practices. It was a time in which connoisseurship for material culture flourished, valuing
objects according to the degree of esoteric information a trained “reader” of those
artifacts could extract.182 The rise of haute couture in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century is also a part of this cultural and aesthetic conversation. Louise
Pound’s Worth gown is a significant iconographic anchor in Cather’s biography, not the
least of which because of the deep affection the young Cather held for Pound. Cather
herself would acquire a Worth garment during her 1902 sojourn to Europe (first to
England, then France) with friend Isabelle McClung. 183
Charles Frederick Worth was a British designer and widely regarded as the
“father” of couture. By the 1890’s, some of the best sources for fashion trends for
evening came from Harper’s Bazaar, and their 1874 profile of Worth addressed him as
the “Napoleon of costumers.”184 What set Worth gowns apart as special was the singular
attentiveness that he bestowed on each garment so that it was, in a way, a material
conversation between the purchaser and the designer.185 Fine couturiers were renowned
for their lavish use of fabrics like velvets, silks, satins, as well as ornamentations and
embroideries made-to-order for each gown. Once Thea’s opera career is further
established in New York, she no longer wears her white Moonstone party dress. Indeed,
it is replaced by a wardrobe bedecked with crystals, shimmering, in an array of different
colors and fabrications. Notably, Worth’s couture makes a brief named appearance in
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The Song of the Lark. In this scene, Thea realizes she needs a new evening gown but
does not have the financial resources to acquire one. Fred Ottenberg confidently suggests
a solution: that Mrs. Nathanmeyer would simply make a new gown for Thea because she
owes him a favor: “I told her she must produce something nice, blue or yellow, and
properly cut. I brought half a dozen Worth gowns through the customs for her two weeks
ago, and she’s not ungrateful.” 186 So visible were Worth’s designs—either in elite circles
of the moneyed class or in the pages of a widely distributed magazine—that the styles
would be adapted and duplicated for the mainstream consumer, though without the same
decorative finesse of the original.
Couture is not clothing that can be purchased at a department store, it is
bespoke—custom made—and far more expensive than most could afford. Couture,
especially, had an integral relationship to theater and opera. As mentioned previously,
theater managers would often advertise their concerts as opportunities to see actresses
wearing the most modern costumes. Actresses would often partner with couture
designers in the early twentieth century as models for their wares—the pictures would be
multifunctional portraits and advertisements for the design houses.187 In turn, the
audience would visually process that spectacle from the concert halls and into the
department stores.
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Manet, Zorn and Cather’s Modernist Aesthetics in Song of the Lark
The connections between Cather and sartorialism are fortified by her relationship
to fine art painting. It is possible to discern the strength of this connection by returning to
her early journalism, where in addition to reviewing theater, she would also review
exhibitions or fine art objects. Painting and couture may seem like distantly related fields
but are in fact comparable in the ways that they ask the consumer or spectator to appraise
the art of their respective disciplines. Indeed, connoisseurship is one concept that brings
art and fashion together. Cather’s connoisseurship of paintings, specifically, informs the
way she wrote about art in both her nonfiction and fiction writing. Some of her earliest
art criticism exposes her preoccupation with connoisseurship and vision in art. Her
article, “A Philistine in the Gallery,” elaborated on themes which Cather would continue
to develop through the turn of the century. The text comments on an exhibition at the
Carnegie Institute Art Galleries and foreshadows the tension she sees between the
connoisseur and the enthusiast, that is, someone who is educated to the myriad nuances of
art and art production and someone who consumes the art without those kinds of deep
contexts: “I have noticed that there is a general reluctance among artistic folks, and
particularly among amateurs and very young art students, to admit that the Philistine has
any right to an opinion…with many others of my kind, I go to look at pictures, and, in
our own unenlightened fashion, we enjoy [the pictures] and we have as good a right to
our fun as the Young Art Student to his.”188 Perhaps surprisingly, Cather champions the
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philistine and strives to argue that the universality of enjoying art should not be limited
by a lack of education.
However, this does not mean that Cather envisioned herself as a philistine.
Indeed, in the same article she proceeds to frame her criticism with a trained eye and
continues for one thousand two hundred twenty-seven words, on the precise way to look
at a painting. Her description of the figure of a woman in Gari Melchers’s painting
Sailor and His Sweetheart is revealing of the finesse with which she both appraises and
writes about art: “One who has seen the woman can never forget her, the robust uncorseted figure, the heavy, thick hands with blunt fingers, on her head just a spoolful of
that peculiar sandy shade of red hair that Melchers loves.” She continues on with
Whistler: “His portrait of Sarasate is one of the most popular pictures in the gallery.
Everyone has appreciated the skill which brought that black figure out of the black
background and has felt the almost malignant mystery about that dark, lithe man, the
character in the nervous hands and bold black eyes and the full red lips.”189 What is clear
in Cather’s text is that her attention to details of the body sharpens the reader’s awareness
of both the physicality of the subject and its latent potential for revealing character.
The Song of the Lark invites a critical conversation between fashion and fine art
because of the explicit appeals the book makes to actual fine art works. The title, of
course, is a reference to the 1884 Jules Breton painting, and Thea’s trip to the famous Art
Institute is framed as an early aesthetic awakening for Thea in Chicago. The text also
includes references to an unnamed Anders Zorn print and Edouard Manet’s The Street
Singer. While these works were completed in the nineteenth century (The Street Singer
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was completed in 1862 and Anders Zorn was actively etching in the early 1880’s),
scholars like T.J. Clark suggest that such works are bridges to Modernism. 190 Clark’s
scholarship focuses in part on Manet’s Olympia as the gateway to modern form. Indeed,
Olympia represents a starting point for viewing Modernist aesthetics (fig 10). He suggests
the painting was lambasted by critics in the nineteenth century on the basis that the
model’s body was “deformed, filthy, her flesh a sickly shade of decaying ivory. That
blank stare failing to engage with the viewer defies submission. In fact, this flatness to
her character is doubled in the rendering of the form of her body.” 191 Key to late
nineteenth-century proto-modernist art was the very two-dimensionality of the painting.
On canvas this flattening is evident on the model’s body, which is not smoothed or
idealized, but sketched. Rough contours shape the underside of the model’s right breast
and move downward along her eerily long right leg and phantom ankle bone. What
makes the painting “Modern,” then, is that the viewer is aware of the paint on the canvas
rather than lost in the illusion of the subject. This sea change in the way nineteenthcentury spectators viewed art represents a significant leap into Modern aesthetics.
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Fig. 10 Edouard Manet. Olympia. 1863. Oil on Canvas. Musée D'Orsay, Paris.
An anonymous critic writing under the name “A Modern Painter” frames
problems of vision in modern art at the turn of the century in his essay for the Burlington
Magazine in 1907: “to the hopeless student or amateur, modern art appears a hopeless
tangle. He finds himself besieged by invitations to visit a hundred galleries, where a
thousand artists are exhibiting pictures of infinite variety…much of the work, he can see,
is good, much of it, on the other hand, he finds himself unable to appreciate and
understand, because there has been no one to…mark out the boundaries of its distinct, if
often overlapping [details].”192 These elusive visual techniques—flatness, sketchiness—
were given root in genre paintings—everyday people living out their everyday lives.
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Fig. 11 Edouard Manet. The Street Singer. 1862. Oil on Canvas. Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston.
Cather picked out one of these images for Song of the Lark: Edouard Manet’s The
Street Singer (fig 11). As a modern painting, it shares formal qualities with Olympia,
including the opaque flatness of the canvas, the blank stare, and nonchalant execution of
contour. However, the chief differences between the two paintings represent the most
significant node of critical reflection. In this painting, the model (in real life, Victorine
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Meurent) is completely covered with fashionable modern dress for an aspiring urban
ingénue.193 This girl, this body, is embodied by the accoutrements of modernity in the
city around her. Indeed, this is not an innocent peasant girl at rest in the fields. The
bushel of loose, red cherries is plucked aimlessly from the bag under her arm and popped
into her mouth, her skirt hem is flicked into the air by the movement of the café door
behind her and suspended in time. Victorine’s body, then, is not a first-person subject,
but an agent of aesthetic and cultural signifiers which allude to the state of modern urban
decorum or loose sexuality Nineteenth-century viewers of this painting would have been
well aware of the details of her surroundings, the mode of fashion, the very
“everydayness” of this scene. She is every other young girl—who works for a living—
walking alone on the streets of Paris, violating older decorum and marked as modern
because of it. Manet returns to these visual cues often in his other works, fashioning
bodies among modern objects. Repetition, banality, and commonplaceness represent the
rhythm of the modern city and modern times.
Zorn himself was a part of the Etching Revival, a larger aesthetic movement in
the late nineteenth-century that popularized and professionalized the art print. For
example, the Society of American Etchers brought together artists from major art hubs
across the nation and rallied support for all methods of modern art production:
lithography, chromolithography, drypoints, woodcuts and engraving, the latter of which
was often regarded as the preferred method because the aesthetic quality was supposedly
not compromised in the production process and the metal medium was more suitable for
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incising the finest details. But the market for fine art prints truly grew with the
increasingly broad pool of sophisticated magazines like Scribner’s, Harpers and the
Atlantic. Typically, though not exclusively, Zorn’s etchings were a series of voyeuristic
depictions of nude forms, often bathing, set in the small village of Mora in Sweden.
Cather does not name a specific etching in The Song of The Lark, other than Ottenberg’s
observation that it is of a bathing figure. This dissertation cannot make specific
assumptions about which exact print to reference for the purposes of analysis and has
taken care to select a sample of one of Zorn’s “bathers” (fig 12).

Fig. 12 Anders Zorn. Dagmar. 1912. Etching. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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Many of Zorn’s prints were executed in characteristic, painterly strokes and were
often experiments in dynamic chiaroscuro—the interplay of light and shadow. Like
Manet, Zorn’s ties to Modernism are also due in part to his representation of the body and
the technique by which he depicts it. The first step in gauging the detail in an engraving
is to be cognizant of form in lieu of color. The etched lines of the image are what both
distinguishes the figure from her surroundings, and simultaneously dissolve her into the
background. Zorn takes great care to sharply darken the contours of her back, left leg and
right arm. Yet, his shading is murkier. His attention to the shadows beneath her lower
body makes it difficult to separate her form from the mass that she is seated upon. The
vigorous etching of the background above the left side of her face seems to continue onto
her cheek. Light, staccato strokes only hint at the soft shaping of the flesh of her abdomen
and breasts. The viewer’s eyes can follow down the sharp white of her left leg but is
stopped abruptly by the positioning of her hand on the ankle. Like Manet’s Olympia, the
clarity of form is less concrete, flattened: the model’s left foot is indistinct. The almost
obsidian shading cradled between her legs and arms challenge the viewer to discern
where her legs separate, if at all.
While sartorialism, department stores and couture are all functions of modernity
in the twentieth century, they are only part of a broader aesthetic statement that The Song
of the Lark makes as a story written in 1915 but set in the nineteenth-century. To be
clear, this chapter sees Cather as a modernist writer, specifically, one whose writings
suggest ties to Modernism via the awareness of the way material culture was represented
in post-Gilded Age novels. Further, her theories in “The Novel Démeublé,” should be
considered her Modernist platform. Cather opens that her essay by famously asserting
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that “the novel, for a long while, has been over-furnished,” and “in any discussion of the
novel, one must make it clear whether one is talking about the novel as a form of
amusement, or as a form of art; since they serve very different purposes and in very
different ways.”194 Cather does not state outright that her essay is about the conditions of
Modernism, but her opening implies temporality—a past and a now. What is distinct
about her set-up is that she confronts the “thing.” She uses the word “form” to suggest
the primacy of “thingness,” but she doesn’t shirk the object, just ostentatiousness.
In other words, Cather suggests that the work required to make art should be
pared down. She writes: “the higher processes of art are all processes of simplification.”
So the essay proposes that we “throw the furniture out of the window; and along with it,
all the meaningless reiterations, all the tiresome old patterns, and leave the room as bare
as the stage of a Greek theatre.” 195 Here, Cather is not stating that the narrative spaces in
which stories are imagined are truly empty. Instead, her narrative spaces are indeed
furnished, but with an emptiness that is dramatically charged, rather than non-existent.
This is, of course, an art in itself, and a Modernist abstraction that is of her time. Indeed,
this Catherian narrative space operates as the perfect frame by which she can isolate
multi-dimensional subjects. Even if “The Novel Démeublé” was written seven years
after The Song of the Lark, the thematic symbolism is the same. Cather’s Modernism
throws out the furniture in “The Novel Démeublé” to lay bare the narrative space, but in
The Song of the Lark, she throws out Thea’s clothing to lay bare the artist’s body. As this
chapter has already argued, the use of material—dress, costume, adornment—in The
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Song of the Lark is numerous, but it is also strategic—body anchors the connection
between Modern artist and Modern writer. As often as Cather draws the reader’s
attention to what Thea is wearing, she also draws attention to the spectacle of Thea’s
body: what it looks like, who is looking at it, and what it is doing. Art theory demands
similar inquiries about the subject of a painting: what are the formal qualities of the
piece? Who is appraising it? How does the work fit in to aesthetic or cultural trends? To
draw attention to this vivacity, Cather strategically uses works of fine art to amplify the
aestheticization of Thea’s body and how it, too, is an agent of fine art—in dress and
undress.
Fine Art and The Body: A Close Reading of The Song of the Lark
True to the form of a nineteenth century story, The Song of the Lark is cluttered
with descriptions of the garments Thea wears. A quantitative textual analysis of fashion
terminology reveals that Cather uses the word “dress” in The Song of the Lark over forty
times, the word “silk” appears sixteen times, and “velvet” is used up to eleven times.
This material enumeration continues with the garments themselves: gloves (twenty-one
times), hats/fascinators (ten times), gown (thirteen times), stockings (eight times),
slippers/shoes (twenty-six times), cloak/cape (seventeen times)—a veritable wardrobe.
This data underscores a larger contextual fact that with which this chapter has already
outlined: there were many ways by which women could be influenced to engage with
fashion at the turn of the century. But the appearance of dress in Song of the Lark should
not be limited to tracking the number of gowns that Thea wears, nor is it productive to
simply label the instances in which garments are described. While it is clear that the
novel strives to stamp a material blueprint of fashion onto the trajectory of Thea’s
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operatic career, the central conflict of her story, ironically, focuses on how uncomfortable
she is in these clothes, even as she’s wearing them.
On some occasions, these moments are brief, such as when Cather notes that
Thea’s movements were at times “restless…as if her dark-blue dress were too tight for
her.”196 Or, on another occasion when Thea “pulled her dress lower at the neck as if she
were suffocating.”197 Other instances convey the extent to which her clothing had at times
interfered with her artistry—directly or indirectly. Cather notes two occasions, for
example, when Thea chooses to tie a decorative ribbon around her neck.198 And while
neither of these moments express her discomfort, the symbolic, restraining visual that
they create for the reader is undeniable. Even more explicitly, in another scene, Thea’s
corsets were so constricting, that when she finally sings without one, she finds great
relief: “she had never sung in a low dress before, and she found it comfortable.” 199
But there are times when Thea’s very body reverberates with aesthetic energy,
visibly in conflict with the clothes she is wearing. Cather writes:
Dr. Archie watched her contemplatively, as if she were a beaker full of chemicals
working. A few years ago, when she used to sit there, the light from under his
green lamp-shade used to fall full upon her broad face and yellow pig-tails. Now
her face was in the shadow and the line of light fell below her bare throat, directly
across her bosom. The shrunken white organdie rose and fell as if she were
struggling to be free and to break out of it altogether. He felt that her heart must
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be laboring heavily in there, but he was afraid to touch her; he was, indeed. He
had never seen her like this before. Her hair, piled high on her head, gave her a
commanding look, and her eyes, that used to be so inquisitive, were stormy. 200
For as many times as The Song of the Lark itemizes Thea’s wardrobe, it spends an
equally vehement amount of time cataloguing parts of her body. Thea’s throat is
identified twenty-four times in the story, the pallor of her skin is noted seven times, her
hair is mentioned twenty times—ten times described in confining braids. Indeed, the
tension between Thea’s state of dress and her body foregrounds the text’s most important
thematic issue—that success in artistry is born from the body, not from costume alone.
This assertion may seem like a substantial pivot from the previous conversation
about the importance of fashion in The Song of the Lark and its historical connections to
contemporaneous consumer and theater culture, but the thread that holds these two parts
together is, not surprisingly, Cather’s journalism and her own interest in fine art. Cather’s
fine art and theater journalism do not limit themselves to abstract appraisal of cultural
trends or platitudes of high art. Instead, the precision with which she writes about what
she sees is knowledgeable, factual, and elevates her identity as both a journalist and
connoisseur. Returning once more to Cather’s profile of Louise Homer, Geraldine
Farrar, and Olive Fremstad, she notably includes a brief section that comments upon
Geraldine Farrar’s physical beauty. Cather shapes this section to suggest that the
dynamic relationship between bodily and theatrical artifice are deeply entwined. A
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beautiful face, in its “flexibleness,” is both a trait and a talent that can be wielded on
stage to the benefit of the performance. 201
Cather develops this ideology even further in her early review of the physical
work in professional ballet. Just two years before the publication of The Song of the
Lark, McClure’s Magazine published her article “Training for the Ballet: Making
American Dancers” in 1913.202 In this article, Cather explains the various technical
positions that the ballet requires of its dancers, outlining in great detail the importance of
flexibility and the strenuous exercise the techniques require of them. It is Fred
Ottenberg’s similar connoisseurship of the body’s form that sharpens the details of
Thea’s physicality and appropriates her body for the reader. At Panther Canyon,
Ottenberg’s sustains an explicit appraisal of Thea’s body at Panther Canyon when he tells
her, matter-of-factly: “I’m becoming an expert at reading your meaning in your back.
I’m behind you so much on these single-foot trails. You don’t wear stays, do you? …I
wouldn’t if I were you. They will make you less elastic. The side muscles get flabby. If
you go in for opera, there’s a fortune in a flexible body.”203 Like Nathanmeyer, who
purchased the old masters (Rousseau and Corot) for pennies before they matured in
worth, Ottenberg is also committed to maintaining the value of his investments—his
relationship with Thea. But as the text demonstrates, the artistic epiphany that Thea
undergoes in Panther Canyon, allows her to take full possession of her own body, as she
begins to deny such offers—in the end outright refusing the money Fred offers for her—
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money that would arguably complete the transaction and frame her within a gallery—a
domestic space—of beautiful things he owns.
As mentioned previously, Cather’s relationship with fashion and art is a germane
concept to bring into Cather scholarship because it showcases Cather’s ability to exploit
her knowledge of art and culture. Her theater, opera, and ballet journalism express an
awareness that the production of art is not abetted by costume alone, and is instead the
result of a connection between the artist’s body and the craft of performance. This same
ideology is extended to her fiction, and especially The Song of the Lark. In other words,
the accoutrements of dress may embellish the artist, but they are not the kernels by which
his or her talent will grow. It is no surprise, then, that in spite of the increasingly intricate
adornment of her body as she becomes an opera diva, Thea appears most content being,
for lack of a better word: naked. This begins with Thea’s trip back to Moonstone, where
her mother notices the change in her body:
Mrs. Kronborg sat looking at her daughter, who lay on her side, supporting herself
on her elbow and lazily drinking her coffee from the tray before her. Her shortsleeved nightgown had come open at the throat again, and Mrs. Kronborg noticed
how white her arms and shoulders were, as if they had been dipped in new milk.
Her chest was fuller than when she went away, her breasts rounder and firmer,
and though she was so white where she was uncovered, they looked rosy through
the thin muslin. Her body had the elasticity that comes of being highly charged
with the desire to live. Her hair, hanging in two loose braids, one by either cheek,
was just enough disordered to catch the light in all its curly ends.204
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It is important to point out that clothing plays a supporting role in this illustration, even if
the central focus is on the languidness with which Thea’s mature body is described.
Here, the presence of clothing accentuates the fact that Thea’s body cannot be contained
or restrained by serge, silk, starch or structure. The clothing is organic—a muslin
gauze—and in its transparency allows her body to breathe. The excerpt takes care to note
that her body is white, “dipped in new milk”, as though she had just been freshly carved
from pure marble.
Thea will complete the maturation in full at Panther Canyon, where her ties to the
earth become stronger than her ties to material culture. Thea seems to prefer an absence
of costume frippery, when she has her braids pinned atop her head and is cloaked in the
shadows of the cliff-dwellers. Through the duration of her time away from Chicago and
the stressors of her advancing career, no other garment of Thea’s is described, save for a
rubber hat and a blanket made from the wool of Navajo sheep. 205 In Arizona, Thea
bathes in the waters of the canyon, stretches her body on the warm earth and is overcome
with the transcendent qualities of nature around her:
She was singing very little now, but a song would go through her head all
morning, as a spring keeps welling up, and it was like a pleasant sensation
indefinitely prolonged. It was much more like a sensation than like an idea, or an
act of remembering. Music had never come to her in that sensuous form before.
It had always been a thing to be struggled with, hand always brought anxiety and
exaltation and chagrin—never content and indolence.206
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In this excerpt, Cather reiterates the effect that bodily freedom and an absence from
material artifice has on Thea and her art. This kind of art—a pure art—is born from the
body.
By the end of Thea’s story, in New York, Cather suggests that this carnal
connection between body and art is maintained, even after Thea achieves critical success.
In the closing pages of the novel, Cather takes the reader into Thea’s boudoir, where she
writes of the peace Thea encounters when she is removed from the stage and spotlight:
When she pinned her braids about her head, dropped her nightgown and stepped
out to begin her Swedish movements, she was a natural creature again, and it was
so that she liked herself best. Her own body was always a cheering sight to her.
When she was careworn, when her mind felt old and tireless, the freshness of her
physical self, her long, firm lines, the smoothness of her skin, reassured her. 207
In spite of a clear tendency for The Song of the Lark to document fashion and textiles,
combined with the knowledge that Cather herself was willingly entrenched in fashion
culture, why is meaningful that the text strips Thea rather than embellish her? To be
clear, even after Thea’s self-actualization as an artist, Cather never quite eliminates the
abundance of costume or descriptions of dress. What is different, however, is Thea’s
sense of confidence and mind-body connection as she becomes a connoisseur of her own
body—aware of the way that it is valued. Nevertheless, without detailed sketches of
dress, the reader would not have as strong an indication as to how uncomfortable and
unnatural a material adornment is for Thea. Fashion is essential, then, for highlighting
how marginal dress actually is, its position on the peripheries of Thea’s art. This doesn’t
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mean that dress and costume aren’t important, rather, it means that Cather’s work
envisions Thea mediating between the space of aestheticism and fashion culture (or
something similar) and modern artistry. These two things are seemingly incongruous, but
it doesn’t take material culture or luxury to have talent—those accoutrements are just a
part of the costume.
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